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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Rationale.— Since the principal has become a key officer in
secondary school administration, the question of his professional status
is most important. As a local representative of the superintendent, he
can render his greatest service to the school system of which his school
is an integral part, not by being reduced to the status of a petty inter
mediary between his school and a host of minor administrative officers
subordinate to the superintendent, but as the responsible head of a
local institution vthere he strives to put into execution the policies
cf the superintendent with due regard for the needs cf a particular
school. The granting of a generous measure of local autonomy in harmony
with the character of the professional influence the principal is ox...
pected to wield is therefore fundamental to successful administration
in school systems.1
In most instances as schools continue to grow, more teachers have
been eniplo~ed, and the responsibilities and influence of the principal
have expanded. His leadership has broadened; and ho has begun to exert
a more vital influence on the pupils of the school, the program offered,
and relationships in the community. The point has been finally reached,
where the principal has been increasingly freed from teaching duties.
He is now in a better position to devote his attention to the school as
1
Paul B. Jacobson, William C. Reavis and James D. Logadon, Duties of
School Principals (New York, 19S1), p. 1~5.
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a whole. Such matters as supervision, discipline, organization, public
relations, and personnel i~ork have been given more attention. His
function has become that of coordinating the efforts of all individuals
under his direction, integrating the school as a whole, and devoting
attention to professional improvement and progressive programs.
This present research evolved out of the writer’s recognition of the
crucial importance of the school principal in the educational organ
ization and his desire to ascertain an up—to-date picture of the status
and services of the Negro secondary school principals of Louisiana.
The Negro secondary school principal has been a very powerful factor
in the social development of the ~American citizenry. In louisiana, for
more than a half century, the Negro secondary school principal, a].—
though often inadequately trained for, as well as totally unfamiliar
with, the demands of the principalship, has assumed the role of leader
ship in many communities. Through the years the Negro secondary school
principal baa tried to meet the demands of educational leadership by
making adequate his training.
This research had for its main purpose the scrutinizing of the
record of progress made by the Negro secondary school principals of the
state of Louisiana, while pursuing more adequate training to fit them
properly for their roles of leadership in their various communities.
Statement of the Problem.— The problem of this study was to deter
mine the economic background, academic training, professional status,
duties and activities of the Negro secondary school principals of
Louisiana for the school year 1953—5k.
Purpose of the Study.—. The major purpose of this study was to
3
examine the present status of the principals of the Negro secondary
schools of Louisiana as to academic trslnlng, eocio—economic background,
professional background, and the duties performed by these principals.
The purpose of this study is implied in the following specific tasks:
1. To ascertain selected factors of the economic and social back.
ground from which are recruited the principals of the Negro
secondary schools in Louisiana.
2. To determine the extent of the academic training of the prim
cipals of the Negro secondary schools of Louisiana.
3. To determine the extent of the professional tr~1nir’g of the
principals of the Negro secondary schools of Louisiana.
~. To find out the professional status of the principals of the
Negro secondary schools of Louisiana.
!~. To determine the extent to which the training of the principals
of the Negro secondary schools of Louisiana fits them for the
specific administrative and supervisory duties they are called
upon to perform.
6. To determine the duties of the principals of the Negro secondary
schools of, Louisiana.
7. To det~mine the attitudes of the principals of the Negro second
ary schools toward crucial problems in the educational program
of the schools.
8. To present si~üficant educational implications ‘with particular
emphasis upon the degree of adequacy of the training of the
principals of the Negro secondary schools of Louisiana to meet
the demands of their jobs.
Ii
Definition of Terms.— The significant terms which were used through
out this study are defined as follows:
1. Training refers to the systematic learning experiences in genera).
and professional education, which constitutes the principal’s
overall preparation for his job.
2. Professional Status refers to the types or type of certificates
held by the principals at the time of this study, together with
the scope of official positions held in the professional organ
izations, local, district and state.
3. Duties refers to the specific things designated by the prin
cipal’s parish and state school boards for him to perform.
k. Activities refers to the many specific tasks in connection with
the administration and supervision of the school which the prin
cipal is called upon to perform.
Sources of Data.— The data presented in this study were secured
from a specifically designed questionnaire (validated upon prior similar
questionnaires of proved worth which was distributed to the 130 second
ary principals of the Negro schools of Louisiana, With U). of them who
returned usable forms. The parish and state school board offices fur
nished information relative to the cerUfication and qualifications of
the principals. Twenty-five principals were interviewed.
Method of Research.— The Normative-Survey Method of research, em
ploying the questionnaire, school visitation and interviews, was used
in this study. The School Board records of certain selected parishes
were used to gather pertinent data for the study.
Description of Sub~ects.~ The s~bjects of the research were the one
hundred eleven Negro secondary schoci principals of Louisiana who are
employed in high schools with enrollments from seventy-five to two
thousand~ five hundred pupils, arid in centers with the population ranging
froni one hundred fifty inhabitants to three hundred thirty thousand in
habitants. Since these subjects comprised the ma~j.ority of the principals
of the Negro high schools of~ Louisiana, the research covered the entire
range of the socio-econoznic, cultural, and educational patterns charac
teristic of the total secondary school principalship.
Description of Inatruiaents,. -- The inátrimients used to gather data for
this study were: questionnaire, interview, school visitation, and records
of the Parish Boards .of Education throughout the state of Louisiana. The
questionnaire contained the foUo~wing. .ma4or categories: (a) socio-eco
nomic background, (b) academic and professional training.,.. (c) salaries,
(d).exp.erience and tenure, Ce) duties,and activities and~(f) public
relations and extra~-ourr:tcular. activities. The. items, were so constructed
on the questionnaire that~~ the subjects could answer most items with a
simple check mark. Interview-patterns were so constructed as to get the
desired information in the shortest time possible.. As. the principals. were
interviewed the answers to items pertinent to the study were recorded by
the writer. The school Board Records were almost uniform.. Such infer..
mation as ages., certification, educational. training and .t~es. of certifi
cates held by the principals..were listed on cards in the filing cases.
In most offices an individual~card..could be secured for each principal
containing the data pertinent to the study. School. visitation was used
to see some of...the Negro secondary school principals. actually ~at work,
ehecld.ng...the various duties. and activities as theyperfornied them.
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Value, of This St~~.-- This study. should...be of value to the Louisiana
State Department of Education, and to the local. parish..school. boards in
evaluating, the training, experience, responsibilities, stability,
salaries and community relation programs of the Negro principals employed
in the secondary schools of Louisiana. Parish superintendents and. other
school officials should, get an.. overall, view of the administrative and
supervisory practices of the Negro secondary school principals of Louisiana.
This, study should be of great value to the teacher-training, institutions
and colleges in setting up a more functional. and. practical curricula for
the tr~drth~g of pUicipals.
Method of Po~dur~.-- The data for this study were gathered, organ
ized, analyzed, interpreted, and presented through. the following steps:
.1. The related literature pertinent to this. study was reviewed,
summarized ..and..presented.
2. The subjects were properly contacted and instructed as to the
scope and purposes of this study.
3. The questionnaire and checklist which were designed to meet the
needs of this study. were constructed and validated under the
supervision of competent workers in this area of educational re
search. The questionnaire was tried out on ten principals in. .n~
parish and. a neighboring parish before sending the questionnaire
to all. of. the Negro secondary school principals. They checked
the items on the questionnaire without difficulty, and their re
sponses were adequate in giving the information .reguested.
i~. The interview patterns were structured, to obtain With dispatch
and .efficiency the necessary data where conferences with principals
7
and sohàoi administrators were indicated.
S. The reports of the. parish and state superintendents were reviewed
to gain data as weil as check upon the accuracy and ~authenticity
of data.reported on. the questionnaires and. checklists.
6. The questionnaires and checklists were administered to the entire
group of 130 Negro secondary school principals of Louisiana.. ill
principals returned . the questionnaire properly..filled.
7. The. returned checklists were checked and. rechecked for fuiriess and
accuracy of responses.
6. The data. revealed .on. the .q~uestionnaires, checklists,, records and
reports., arid the data and interpretations derived from the . inter
views wore organized and presented in proper. tables,. figures, and
graphs., which were in turn analyzed and interpreted, with refer
ence to frequencies and their . respective percents, together with
median indices where indicated.
9. The findings, implications, conclusions., and recommendations.. as
derived from the analysis and interpretation of the data are
presented in the body of the thesis.
Surve~~f Literature.-- The writings pertinent to this study have treat
ed Negro Education, . certification of teaching personnel, training of teach
ing. personnel, and teacher status. I~4any writers have devoted much study
to the administration and supervision of the secondary school, but few
writers have made studies relating to the . professional status ot~ the . second
ary principals of a particular state. Very rare indeed are. studies re
lating to a Negro group of secondary school principals in any southern
state,
In 1923., through the United States Office of Education, Dan Harrison
8
Eikenberry made a study of principals.1 His study. invo1ved..1,~LO replies
from one typo of questionnaire and 1,123 from another.
A national standard. for the scientific analysis of the status of
principals seemed to have been set up by this ~study.2 The most significant
findings of this study were:
1. One-thirds have bad graduate work.
a. Two -thirds have Baöhelor’ a degrees.
3, Nearly one-fifth. h&ve Master’s degrees.
ii.. High school administration was the most valuable study, Meaning
that the principals though this subject helped them more than
any other subject, in their, work.
~. Almost one-fifth.. entered the. principalship without previous edu
cational. experience.
6.. The majority of the principals were hired. for 9 or 10 months.
7.. More than one-fourth of all the principals. .have supervision over
elementary and more than one-fifth over Junior High School.
In 1928, Daniel .W. Kanoy made .a study of the principaiships in Union
Schools North Carolina? He studied .31i9 schools. where the high school
and. elemeiztary were supervised, by the same principal. His study included
the age, mental, administrative and supervisory duties, academic and pro
fessional training.. He found that the median principal, of Union was a
married man. The ages of the principals ranged from 23 to 70 years., a
1
Eikenb.erry, Dan Harrison, Status, of High School Principals, Wash
ington, United States Office of Education, Bulletin. No.. 2k, pp. 1.14.
Ibid., p. S.~.
3Kanoy, Daniel W., A Study of the. Principa].sbjps in Union Schools of
~rth Carolina,. Unpublished Masters Thesis. (Duke University, 1928)., p.. 62.
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few over k5 years of age. Most held bachelor’s degrees, principals
taught most of the day.
A very extensive study of the status of Junior High Schools was
made by Frank Kale Foster, through the United States Office of Education
in 1928.1 Foster divided the con try into geographical divisions, with
the following facts revealed:2
1. That 9a per cent of the Jtuiior high school. principals were married.
2. That. 62.2~per cent of the junior hLgh..school~prjncipajs have chil
dren.
3.. That 76.6 per cent of the junior high~sohool principals hold
bachelor’s, degrees,. 38. per cent masters degrees., 3.6 per cent
doctors degrees,
k. That the Pacific States had the highest number of. masters de
grees, which was. I~L~.8 per cent.
McBride3 made a study of the Negro high school principals of the
state of Louisiana in 1931. The. findings were as follows:k
1. That the tenure of the Negro high school principal in his. present
position was 3.0 years.
2, That the Negro principal had 1k.. years of total experience.
3. That the Negro principals received an...annual salary of $96k.
ii.. That the.. Negro principals taught S periods per day.
1 ,
Foster, Frank. Kale, The.. Status, of the Junior High School , Principa”
in~the ..Uni,ted.,.States (Washing., 1930), pp.~. 13—37.
Ibid., pp. 13..37.
3
McBride, Robert S., Status of Negro Princip~~ in Louj~j~~~ for the
School Year .1930-a, . Master’s Thesis, 1931, Louisiana State tJbiversit p. 38.
~bid., p. 39.
1~0
5. That the median enrollment of his school was 37 students.
6. That he had ~.l teachers under his supervision.
7’ That the. Negro principal, held the Type B certificate followed by
the Type K.
8. That the. Negro principal.t..s school. was. not accredited by the State
Department of Education.
9.. That the majority of Negro principals, received their. undergraduate
training. in Loujsjana.
10. That. only .1i6.7 per cent of the Negro principals of Louisiana held
the bachelor’s degree.
1].. That . the bach~lor’.s degree. or successful .teaching.,was. required
for the principalship.
32. That the Negro principal. had no specific salary scale.
13. That the Negro principal . did. not receive compensation to receive
higher education out of Louisiana.
Kybe1 in his book states that:
If. the principal is the professional head of a school, he is
accountable for its success. Consequently he’ is responsible for
all persons at work in it in ~..capacity whataoever. Obversely,
they are responsible to hi~n in . everything they do in the school
and for the results. obtained. “First, and. above au.. else., he is
responsible for the safety,. welfare., and development of the chil
dren enrolled in the school.. Secondly, he. is responsible for the
welfare of the teachers and their professional success.. Thirdly,
it is his duty to utilize, to the utmost the valuable services to
children and to teachers which may be rendered . by other super
visory officers. Four.thly., he is responsible for the obtaining of
the. m~djnum assistance from all .au~1iary. agents... Fifthly, he is
responsible for the promotion of the best interests of the chil
dren in numerous ways, as indicated in the subsequent treatment of
his duties. and responsibilities.
1
George C. Kyte, The Principaj...at Work (New York), p. 12.
11
Dee? i~iriting on the increasing importance of the school. principal
stated:
As a result of this increase in administrative and organizational
demand. on his time, the principal has very gradually but very surely
come to assume responsibility for the professional. supervision and
the professional leadership of the entire faculty. It nuist be said
to his credit that he has assumed this leadership. on his o~n imitative.
There has never been.~ legal delegation, of leadership responsi
bility to him, if indeed there could be. Nor has there usually been
any formal.assignment of such duties from his superintendent or
school board. Often there was even little encouragement or recog
nition from. his superior officers.
To. have, effective group ~work.~there must be leadership., and leadership
is mean less unless it has d~1.rection. Without leadership each~~~ person
tends to over emphasine isolated and highly specialized learning. Many
of these people do not have leadership ability, grac1uaUy~loose pro
fessional ambition and.. cease to develop in their jobs. The agent who
has the chief responsibility. for direct leadership in .a school is the
principal.2
In order to provide a background and setting for efficient practices,
the principal must show much. ability in the professional leadership of
pupils, teachers, and .. the public. If he keeps his old practices or adopts
new ones uithout the . guiding vision of adequate professional leadership,
the situation becomes a case of the blind leading the blind.3
According to Jacobson, Reavis.., Logsdon,. the principal. should, be a
student of educational..problems., He.. should, find time for the analytical
1
George H. Deer, “The , Increasing Importance of the School Principal’s
Leadership.,” The .Bardman, Edited by Fred G.. Thatcher (Baton Rouge)., pp. a8-3l.
Thomas .11, Brigga.,. .Iproving.instruotjon (New York, 1938), p. 68.
N. William. Newsom and. H. F~nerson .Lsngfitt, at al,. Administrative
Practices in Large .High..,Scjiools (New York, l9L~G)., p. kO.
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study of his duties and responsibilities and the appraisal of work and
1
acti~vities. of his school.
Such statements. as “The principal is an educations]. engineer and “As
the principal, so is the school”2 are indeed true for he serves in.many
foles. As an educational. engineer, the principal, acts as an. organizer,
as a supervisor, and..as a manager.
Olive? commenting. on. the. importance of the principalship statos:
Becaus.e of his position of leadership in the individual. . school,
the principal is .thø strategic person in . any program designed .to
improve it. As the.. responsible head of the .basic educational. imit,
he occupies a position of great importance to the community. and
profession. He is . the.. person to whom the coiimninity. looks., for
advice and leadership on educational...matters. He is the one to
whom the teachers and pupils look for leadership. and guidance in
developing .a program which...better meets the needs of the children
and the community. He. creates the educational.. climate for the
school and. .coimminit~r, and either .retards or expedites the program
of change and adjustment.
Another. traditional ..eoncept is the concept of the principal
as an authoritarian leader. This :inua.t give way to the newer con
cept of democratic leadership.. .Today the . successful principal
must not only be a good administrator and organizer., but he must
be well.. versed in democratic procedures and .techniques of leader.
ship and.. have a sound~the social. and psychological
implications of education.
The school principal must achieve the dedired aims. through
guidance and .. direction,. rather than authority. His is the respon
sibility for implementing the. principles of learning. .and democratic
procedures in the process of .organizing. and .administering. his school.
Woods emphasized the important position held..by the secon~...school
1
Paul. B. Jacobson, William. C.. Reavis and James fl. Logsdon, . Duties of
School .~rincipals . (New York, 1951), p. 75L~.
2
Ellwood P. Cubberly, The Principal..and.. His School. (New York, 1923), p. 15.
W. A. Oliver, “The Changing Role of the Principal,” The..Scbool
Executive (September., l9Sa), p.. 91.
Chester W. Wood, “The Principal, as a Responsible Leader.,” The. Nations].
Association, of Secondary School Principals., Bulletin No.153 (April., 19~48),
p. 155.
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principal in these words:
In order to be accepted as a qualified colleague and co—worker,
the principal must have an adequate concepticn of his job and be
ready and able to take responsibility and demonstrate competence.
If he is cheerful, honest, and frank, he can do much to insure the
success and consequent job satisfaction of setting up an effective
school program.
Edmondson, Roamer and Bacon s~tate “that greater the demands which
are placed on the principal, the need for professional traiwhig at the
graduate level becomes more obvious. Graduate work in education is
found among the requirements set up by many superintends and boards of
education. Its necessity is evidenced by the increased number of prin
cipals who are making preparation in vacation periods.”1
Richey2 speaks of teachers fulfilling their professional function
in society, thusly:
If teachers are to be professional workers they will need more
than the bare necessities of life in order to fulfill their pro
fessional functions in society. Unless provisions are made for
their continued professional growth, they will be unable to con
tribute their maximum efforts toward the improvement of living for
everyone. This means that their salaries should be adequate to
enable them to continue their professional studies, t travel, to
provide for cultural, recreational, and civic needs of i~hich they
will be able to bring to the classroom increasingly richer ax—
periences.3
The position of the high school principalship is a vita]. post in
the secondary school program. The success of the school not only de
pends on the principal’s leadership but also on his professional training
and experience. In a recent study made by parmer,k it was reported that
1J. B. Edmondson, Joseph Roamer, and Francis L. Bacon, The Adminia—
stration of the Modern Secondary School (New York, 1950), p. 81i..
2Robert W. Riohey, Pl~i~j~r ~ (New York, 1952), pp. 135—136.
F. N. Farmer, “The Public High School Principalship, “Bulletin lSIi,
National Association of Secondary School Principals (4ril, 191~3), p. 90.
more persona enter the high school principalship from high school teach
ing positions than any other source. The position carries prestige and
affords a great opportunity for professional development.
In 193k, Shannon1 reported on a study of 2,075 oases listed in the
Directory of the Department of Secondary School Principals. He found
that k.2 per cent of the principals had no degree; k2.31 per cent had
the bachelor’s degree; 51.0k per cent had the master’s degree. Up to
1932, his data revealed that the bachelor’s degree was the one most com
monly held; and since this date, the master’s degree has been the most
commonly held by principals of this organization.
The evidence from this study indicates strongly that the public high
school principalship is ~owing into a professional position. Efforts
of accrediting associations have iz~reased the educational requirements
for the high school principalship with the result that the position be
gan to assume more importance in the educational field. A bachelor’s
degree was ample .qn~lifioation for the earlier principalship even though
many did not hold this degree. Not only have the number of principals
with higher degrees increased, but many more have also had some educa
tions]. teaching experience before entering upon the high school principal
ship.2
Koos3 in his study on teaching loads founI that in the abate of Cali
fornia that the number of hours taught weekly by secondary school principals
1
J • R. Shannon, “Academic Training of Secondary School Principals in
the United States,” Bulletin of the Department of Secondary School Prin
cipals (December, 19!1~J, p. U.
2
Ibid., p. 12.
3Leonard W. Koos, The ~merican Secondary Schools (New York, 1937), p. 701.
were in this order: (1) schools with enroThnents of 350 and over, the
median hours taught was none; (2) enrollments of 150 to 3i~9 stuente,
the median hours taught weekly was 16.25, (3) in schools with less than
150 students, the median hours taught weekly was 30.0.
An understanding of the homes and other cOflimunity organizations that
affected the formative childhood years of the principals seems to be very
essential and basic to an effective evaluation of the Negro secondary
school principals of Louisiana. In this connection Young1 states that,
“the family has played an important part in the economic life of most
societies. Yet it would be a grave mistake to assume that the form of
the family and of marriage is determined solely by economic motives.
True, the economic order in many societies is closely linked to the
family, but the cohesion of these culture patterns is not inevitable.
Relative to the school—community relations of the principal Kyte2
states:
Organizations such as the local Chamber of Commerce, the Ameri
can Legion, the College Women’s Organization, ard others furnish to
the school and community a broader vision of the community, its
problems, needs aizi assets. The principal may assist these members
in recognizing their responsibilities for the general welfare.
Principal—teacher relationship is very important in a school program.
Other school relationships, to a great extent, depend upon this one.
Morgan anci IO.ine3 list four factors that are necessary in attaining
unity of feeling in an organization of people:
Kimball Young, n mt uctor ociolo~ (New York, 1950), p. 235.
George C. Ky-be, The Principal at Work (Atlanta, 1952), p. k63.
Evans Morgan and Erwin Clime, S tematizjn the Work of the School
Principal (New York, 1930), pp. 21 —219.
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1. Common knowledge and agreement as to the aims of organization
and as to the means of attaining them.
2. A s~nnpathetic understanding of the contribution of one another
to the success of the organization.
3. The persona]. acquaintance of all the members, one with another.
4~ Rapport between the executive head and his co—workers.
Within relatively recent years entirely new concepts as to the high
school principal’s most important field of usefulness have been coming
into increasing acceptanàe, and today a new body of high school principals
are carrying these modern ideas into practice in the conduct of our
secondary schools. In addition to an adequate administration of their
school, they conceive the supervision of instruction and the development
of better teaching techniques on the part of the teaching staff to be an
important part of the principalship service.
Douglass1 has this to say- regarding the need for supervision:
The growth of the high school, in numbers of pupils and in the
concept and scope of secondary, has brought in its train instruc—
tiona). problems which are evidence of the need for a sound program
of supervision. The number of high schools in the United States
today has increased approximately eight and the number of pupils
eleven times over numbers shown by a corresponding date in 1890.
Hughes,2 in his study of supervision in k26 high schools concludes:
If the results of this study of the supervision received by
uS], high school teachers are representative of the supervision
received by teachers in publió high schools in general, it may be
said that visitation of the teachers at work for purpose of care—
fu]. and scientific analysis of instruction and subsequent
1
Harl R. Douglass and Charles W. Boardinan, Supervision in Secondary
Schools (New York, .193k), p. 3.
2
Hughes, J. N., “A Study of High School Supervision,” School Review,
Vol. 3k (March, 1926), p. 17.
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application of the results to the improvement of classroom efficiency,
is in a very promary ~tate of development. It will probably remain
so as we have complex supervisory organizations with indefinite and
vague allocation of responsibilities, duties, and authorities. Im
provement may be expected when individuals other than the classroom
teacher assume responsibility for efficiency of classroom instruction
and its improvement, which are, in some measure, proportionate to the
expenditure of time and money for supervisory purposes.
Barr, Burton and Brueckne? in discussing the need for supervision
states:
Discussion has proceeded so far upon the assumption that super
vision is a necessary function or service within the educational
organization. Considerable opposition to supervision has been
manifested from time to time, but it usually turns out to be a sel
fish demand for “economy” in school expenditures, or a legitimate
criticism of incompetent supervisors. The latter is no argument
against supervision but a cha]J~nge to growth, or, in some cases,
to a change in personnel. This is particularly true of modern
supervision which is on the service basis and uses cooperative
methods. Opposition to and denials of the value of supervision do
not today emanate from any influential source nor from any person
of standing in education. Isolated individuals who oppose super
vision as such are usually honest, naive individuals who do not
know the facts; educators are laymen who do not recognize the tech
nical or professional nature of education and of supervision. A
few dishonest individuals oppose supervision for selfish reasons.
2 describes the responsibilities of the principal for the
facilitation of instruction, in this manner:
1. Placing in operation the course of study, instructions, and
standards of achievement, and supervising the formal and in
formal classroom activities to assure achievement of these stand—
arcis.
2. Executing the adopted policies, through approved means, as di
rected by the superintendent, that provide physical and educational
1
A. S. Barr William H, Burton and Leo J. Brueckner, Supervision
(New York, 19k75, p. 36.
2
Arthur B. Moehiman, School Administration (Boston, l91~O), pp. S57—5S8.
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advantages under which child and teacher may work to best advan
tage.
3. Appraising and reporting educational, social, and physical con
ditions within the school, preparing reports and conducting re
search, preparing reports, and making suggestions for improve
ment of conditions.
Thomason1 speaking of the principal as an executive states:
The principal of a large high school is an executive; a pourer
of oil on troubled waters; a counselor to distressed parents; a
guide to adolescents who usually have the answers, but not the di
rection; and a front man for a very large organization. Once in a
while he is an educator.
The institution he runs is engaged in the restaurant, publish
ing, and entertainment businesses, and it also tries to give its
students an education that will enable them to live the good life.
The principal must decide what his work is, then work out a
daily schedule so he can cover it. He must do certain things to
protect himself from spending too much tine on affairs that do not
contribute markedly to the welfare of the school. For example,
not all the mail that is addressed to him needs to reach his desk
but can be analysed and directed by his secretary to others. The
principal must also protect himself against constant interruptions
by stating, perhaps by a ama].]. sign on the door, the hours when
parents, faculty, and students may confer with him.
The principal can save much time by having well planned con
ferences a few times each year with those who manage certain
phases of the school.
Kyte2 commenting on the principal as the executive head of the
school states:
The principal is the executive head of the school to which he
is assigned and is directly responsible to the superintendent of
schools. In a large school system the principal is directly re
sponsible to the assistant superintendent in charge of instruc
tion and, through him, to the superintendent.
The superintendent of schools delegates clear—cut responsibilities
1
Thomson, Willis I., “The Principal as an Executive,” The Education
Digest, Vol. XVIII (November, 1952), p. 26.
2
George C. Kyte, ~_~ri~cipal at Work (Boston, 19141), p. k.
to his assistants in terms of clearly defined functions, together
with the authority necessary to fulfill the responsibilities.
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CHAPTER II
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA
Introductory Statement.— In this chapter wiU be presented the
analysis, treatment and interpretation of the data under the major
captions, namely: (1) data on the location and organization of the
Negro secondary schools in Louisiana, (2) data on the number, sex and
ages of the Negro secondary- school principals of Louisiana, (3) data on
the socio—eoonomic backgrounds of the Negro secondary school principals
of Louisiana, (k) data on the academic and professional training of the
Negro secondary school principals of Louisiana, (5) data on the experi
ence, salary and tenure of the Negro secondary school principals of
Louisiana, (6) data on the supervisory and administrative duties of the
Negro secondary school principals of LouisIana, (7) data on the public
relations and extra—curricular programs of the schools of the Negro
secondary school principa)~ of Louisiana,
These data were gathered during the school year of l953—l9SlL. The
discussion of these data will proceed in the order indicated above in
the subsequent sections of this chapter.
Location According_to Parishes of the Negro Secondary Schools in
Louisiana, l953-i95I~,, Co~peratin~ in this Study.-.— Tabia 1, page 21, pre
sents the signifidant data on the parish—location of the Negro secondary-
schools of Louisiana which participated in this study. In the state of
Louisiana there are 67 parish and city school systems, of which number,
61 participated in this study. The 61 parish and city systems out of




DISTRIBUTION OF THE PARISH-LOCATION OF THE NE(~O
SCHOOLS OF LOUISIANA, 1953—195k
__________________________________________ — —
Parishes No. of Schools Parishes No. of Schools
Acadia 2 Morehouse 1
Allen 2 Natchitoohes 2
Ascension 1 Orleans . 5
Asstunption 1 Quachita L~.
Avoyfles 2 Plaquemine -
Beauregard 1 Point Coupee 1
Bienville S Rapides 2
Bossier 3 Red River 1
Caddo 3 Richiand k
Calcasieu .— Sabine 3
Caidweil 1 St. Bernard -
Cameron — St Charles —
Catahou].a 2 St. Helena 1
Claiborne 2 St. James 1
Concordja 2 St. John 1
De Sot. 1 St. Lar~ry 2
East Baton R 2 St. Martin 1
East Carroll 1 St. Mary 2
East Feliciana 1 St. Tammany 1
Evazigeline 1 Tangiphoa 2
Franklin 2 Tensas 1
Grant 2 Terrebonne 1
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TABLE 2. (cont’d)
DISTRIBUTION OF THE PARISH-LOCATION OF THE NEC~IO
SCHOOLS OF LOUISIANA, 1953—195Ii
Parishes No. of Schools Parishes No. of Schools
Iberia 3 Union I~.
Ibervifle 1 Verrnjflion 1
Jackson 2 Vernon 2.
Jefferson 2 Washington 2
Jefferson Davis 2 Webster 3
Lafayette 1 West Baton Rouge 1
La Fourche 1 West Carroll 1
La Salle 1 West Feliciana 1
Lincoln 2 Winn 1
Livingston - City of Monroe 1
Madison 2 City of Bogalusa 1
City of Lake Charles 1
Total 53 Total 58
Schools not in study Grand Total ill
Percentage 8.5
Schools cooperating in study
Percentage 91.5 (by parishes and city units)
participating parishes and their schools.. The parishes in the northern
part of the state, such as: Brenvifle, Bossier, Claiborne, Jackson,
Lincoln, RichJ.and, Webster reported more than one school while the sou
thern parishes, except Orleans, and a few others, reported only one
school.
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Negro Principals Serviflg in the Secondary Schools of Louisiana,
1953—195k.—— Table 2, page 2k, presents the distribution of the principals
of the secondary schools of Louisiana by parishes and city systems. It
reveals that the total number of principals that gave returns in this re
search was one hundred and eleven out of the one hundred and thirty Negro
secondary school principals in Louisiana. Of the one hundred and eleven
principals who participated in this study, ninety—three or 83.8 per cent
were men and 18 or 16.2 per cent were women, to show a ratio of six to
one in favor of the male ~incipala.
Size of Towns in which Principals are F~1oyed.—.. The data of the
size of towns or cities in which the Negro high school principals of
Louisiana are employed are presented in Table 3, page 26, which reveals
the significant facts to follow. Of the total of U]. principals 33 or
29.8 per cent of them are employed in farm or “open country~’ communities,
31 or 33.3 per cent of the male and 2 or U.l per cent of the female
principals reported that they were employed on the farm or in “open
country.” There were 2k or 21.6 per cent of the Ui principals who were
employed in towns of 1,500 to 2,500 population, With 21 or 22.6 per cent
of the male and 3 or 16.7 per cent of the female princi~a1s who indicated
they were employed in towns of this size. There were 3k or 30.6 per cent
of the ill principals employed in cities of 2, 6oo to 10,000 population,
with 27 or 29.0 per cent of the male and 7 or 38.9 per cent of the female
principals who indicated they were employed in cities of this size.
There were 3 or 2.7 per cent of the U]. principals who were employed in
cities of 10,500 to 15,000 population, with 2 or 2.2 per cent of the
























































DISTRIBUTION OF THE PRINCIPALS SERVING IN THE NEGRO
SECONDARY SCHOOLS OF LOUISIANA, 1953—195k
Classification I Classification
Parishes Men Women Parishes r Men Women
Grant 2 Union ii.
Iberia 2 1 Vermilion 3.
Iberville 1 Vernon
Jackson 2 Washington 2
Jefferson 2 Webster 3
Jefferson Davis 1 W. Baton Rouge 1
Lafayette 1 W. CarroU 1 1
La Foureho 1 W. Feliciana 1
La. SaUe 1 Winn 1
Lincoln 2 City of Lake Ch 3. 1
Livingston City of Monroe 1
Madison 1 1 City of Bogaj..usa 1
~ St. Landry 2
Tots]. k8 5 Total kS 13
Grand Total 93 18
Per cent 83.8 16.2
were employed in cities of this size. There were 17 or 3.5.3 per cent of
the U]. principals employed in cities of 15,500 and over, with 12 or
12.9 per cent of the female and 5 or 27.7 per cent of the nale principals
indicating that they were employed in cities of this size.
Further, Table 3, shows that 57 or 51.k per cent of the high school
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TABLE 3
DISTRIBUTION OF THE POP~TION OF CITIBS A~ ~
IN LOUISIANA WHERE THE PRINCIPALS WERE
EMPLOYED IN 1953—195k
~.—-=—..-~--- —. 1____-a______._.,___~.~I ~_,. —
Population of Classification of_Principals
City or Town Nen Women Total
• Number Per Cent Number Per cent Number Per cent
Farm or Open
Country 31 33.3 2 U.1 33 29.8
1,500 to 2,500 21 22.6 3 16.7 2k 21.6
2,600 to 10,000 27 29.0 7 38.9 3k 30.6
10,500 to 15,000 2 2.2 1. 5.6 3 2.7
15,500 and over 12 12.9 5 27.7 17 15.3
Total 93 100.0 18 100.00 Ui 100.00
principals for Negroes are employed in the rural areas or small towns,
where as or k8.6 per cent of the principals are employed in towns or
cities of larger size. Perhaps, the data ‘~rnuld appear to warrant the
belief that two—thirds or more of these principals are employed in rural
situations.
Pri.neipals in Louisiana with Combined Negro High Schools and Ele
mentary Schools and Those with High Schools only.— Table k, page 27,
presents the data on principals of combination elementary and high school
and principals of separate and self—contained high schools. 96 or 85.6
per cent of these principals supervised combination elenentary and high
schools. 15 or ].k.)30 per cent of them who were principals of separate
high school units. It can be seen that the number of principals of
Negro secondary schools in Louisiana are in the ratio of 6 to 1 of
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TABLE k
DISTRIBUTION OF THE PRINCIPALS IN LOUISIANA WITH CO~INATION
ElEMENTARY AND HIGH SCHOOLS AND THOSE WITH SEPARATE
HIGH SCHOOLS, 1953—l95i~
— - I ~—:--~---~ !~!~ ~ — — — — - -i-—-- — — -
Classification Number of Per cent
of Schools Principals
Combined High School
and Elementary School 96 85.6
High School only 15 lI~.t~
Total U). 100.0
combination elementary and high schools and separate high schools, re
spectively.
Enrol)~uents of the Schools of the Negro Secondary~hoo1 Princ~pals
of Louisiana, ~or the school year i953—i95~.— The data on the enroll
ments of the Negro secondary schools of Louisiana, for the school year
l953—195~ are presented in table 5, which gives the significant facts
that follow. Enrollments ranged from 75 to 2, i~oo pupils • One school
or .9 per cent of the schools had an enrollment of 75 to 90 pupils.
Eleven schools or 9,9 per cent had enrollments of 1,000 to 2,k999. The
median enrollments for all schools were k6L~.2 pupils. 35 or 31.5 per
cent of the schools had an enrollment of 300—ij.99 pupils,
~ yl j~J~uisiana,
1953—195k..-.. In Table 6, page 29, the age range of the principals was
25 years through 6). years of age. This table also reveals that there
are 2 or 2.2 per cent of the male principals and 1 or 5.6 per cent of
the female principals in the age range of 25—29. The median age for
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TABLE S
DISTRIBUTION OF TI~ SCHOOlS OF TBE PRINCIPALS OF TIlE NEGRO
SECONDARY SCHOOLS OF LOUISIANA, l9~3—l9~14
- iflar9ification of P,ri cinala --Enrollment Of ~en •Wo n Total
0 00 8 Number Per cent - Number Per cent Number Per cent
2,500 — above
1,000 — 2,1499 U U.8 U 9.9
750 — 999 12 12.9 1 5~.6 13 U.?
500 — 7149 20 21.5 5 27.8 25 22.5
300 — 1499 31 33.14 14 22.2 35 31.5
. 250 — 2,999 7 7.5 2 11.1 9 8.1
200 — 2149 14. 14.3 1 5.6 5 14.6
150 — 199 5 5.3 3 16.6 8 7.2
100 — 1149 2 2.2 2 U.]. 14 3.6
75-. 90 1 1.1 1 .9
Total 93 100.0 18 100.0 U]. 100.0
Mean 6714.0 1438.9 616.9
- - — - —-
the 18 female principals is 146.5 years; the median age for the men prin
cipals is 143.9 years. Thia indicates that the Nomen principals have a
median age of 2.6 years in excess of the men’s median age. The median
age of all principals is 11.5 years.
Taking into consideration the ratio• of women principals to men, this
table indicates that the median age of women principals, is greater than
the median age of the men. It was found that the ages of Negro prin
cipals ranged from twenty—five years through sixty—nine. Table 6 there
fore, would imply that the possibilities of men obtaining principalships
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TABLE 6
DISTRIBUTION OF THE AGE AND SEX OF THE PRINCIPALS OF THE NEGRO
SECONDARY SCHOOLS OF LOUISIANA, 1953—19514
Age -. Classification of Principals
Men Per cent Women Per cent -_Total Per cent
65-69 1 1.1 1 5.6 2 1.8
6o-.614 6 6.5 1 5.6 7 6.3
55—5~ 6 6.5 2 11.1 8 7.2
So—514 8 6.5 14 22.2 12 10.8
145—149 114 15.0 3 16.7 17 15.3
14o—1~14 31 33.3 14 22.0 35 31.5
35-39 15 16.]. 1 5.6 16 114.14
30—314 10 10.7 1 5.6 U 9.0
25—29 2 2.2 1 5.6 3 2.7
Total 93 100.0 18 100.0 U). 100.0
Mean 142.9 142.0 1414.5
Median 143,9 — 146.5 140.6
in the secondary schools are greater beyond the age of thirty than below;
possibilities for women are greater beyond the age of thirty—five.
Size of Towns in which Princ~ais were Born.— The data on the size
of towns in which the high school principals were born are presented in
table 7, page 30, which reveals the significant facts to follow.
Of the total of U). principals there were 36 or 32.5 per cent who
were born on the farm or in “open country,” with 32 or 314.140 per cent
and 14 or 22.20 per cent of the male and female principals, respectively,
who indicated that they had been born either on the farm or in the
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TABLE 7
DISTRIBUTION OF THE POPULATION OF THE POPULATION OF THE VILLA(~,
TOWN OR CITY WHERE THE PRINCIPALS OF THE NEGRO SECONDARY
SCHOOLS 1VERE BORN, l9~3—19Sk
__________- - - -~-
Classification of Principals —
Men Women Total
Number Per cent Number Per cent Number Per cent
Farm or Open
Country 32 31i.k 22.2 36 32.5
Smail town
under 2,000 22 23.7 22.2 26 23.b.
City, 2,000
15,000 15 16.1 3 16.7 18 16.2
City 16,000
and over 2k 25.8 7 38.9 31 27.9
Total 93 100.0 18 100.0 11]. 100.0
“open country.” There were 26 or 234i.O per cent of the ill principals
who had been born in cities of 2,000 to 15,000 population, with 22 or
23.7 per cent of the male and k or 22.2 per cent of the female prin
cipals who had reported that they had been born in cities of this size.
There were 18 or 16.20 per cent of the ill principals who had been born
in cities of 2,000 to 15,000 population, with 15 or 16.1 per cent of
the male and 3 or 16.7 per cent of the female principals who indicated
they had been born in cities of this size. There were 31 or 27.9 per
cent of the ill principals who had been born in cities of 16,000 and
over population, with 2k or 25.80 per cent of the male and 7 or 38.9
per cent of the female principals who indicated that they had. been barn
in cities of this size.
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Further, Table 7 shows that 62 or 55.90 per cent of the principals
in the high schools for Negroes in Louisiana had been born in rural or
smafl town situations, where as 1L9 or ]~.iO per cent of these principals
were born in towns or cities of larger size. Perhaps, the data would
appear to warrant the belief that two—thirds or more of these principals
had their birth and early backgrounds in a rural situation.
Marital Status of the Princ4pals.— The data on the marital status
of the principals of the Negro secondary schools of Louisiana are pre
sented in table 8, page 32, which reveal the significant facts to fol
low.
Of the, total of 11]. principals, 12 or 10.80 per cent were single,
with k or 1~.30 per cent of the male and 8 or )41~.5O per cent of the
female principals reporting that they were single. There were 89 or
80.20 per cent of the total of ill principals married, with 83.0 or
89.20 per cent of the male and 6 or 33.3 per cent of the female prin
cipals indicating that they were in this category. Of the ill prin
cipals 10 or 9.0 per cent were widows or widowers, with 8 or 6.50 per
cent and ~ or 22.2 per cent of the male and female principals, respec
tively, who indicated they were widows or widowers.
Further, Table 8 shows that 99 or 89.2O per cent of the principals
of the Negro high schools in Louisiana were married or had been married,
while 12 or ‘10.8 per cent of the principals were single. The data seems
to warrant that most of the principals of the Negro secondary schools of
Louisiana are married persons.
Children of the Negro Principals.— The data on the number of chil
dren of the principals of the Negro secondary schools in Louisiana is
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TABlE 8
DISTRIBUTION OF THE MARITAL STATUS OF THE PRINCIPALS OF THE NEGRO
SECONDARY SCHOOLS OF LOUISIANA, 1953—195k
Men Women Total
~ Humber Per cent Number Per cent Number Per cent
Number Single 14 14.30 8 iik.50 12 10.8
Number Married 83 89.20 6 33.30 89 80.2
Widow or Widower 6 6.50 14 22.20 10 9.0
-- - — -
Total 93 100.0 18 100.0 ill 100.0
given in Table 9, page 33, which reveals the si~iificant facts to follow-.
Of the ill principals the number of children ranged from 142 or 37 per
cent with no children to 1 or .9 per cent with seven or more children.
The median number of children for the male principals was 1.75 per cent
while the median number of children for the female principals was 1.3
children. The median number of children of all of the lU principals
was 1.5 per cent children.
The data from Table 9 indicated that the male principals had a
greater median number of children than the female principals.
Religious Preferences of the Principals.—- The data on the religious
preferences of the principals of the Negro secondary school of Louisiana
are presented in Table 10, page 314, which reveal the significant facts to
follow. Of the ill principals 66 or So.So per cent were Baptists, with
63 or 67.70 per cent of the male and 3 or 16.7 per cent of the female
principals indicating they had, this religious preference. Of the ill
principals 26 or 23.5 per cent were Methodists, with 21 or 22.60 per cent
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TABLE 9
DISTRIBUTION OF THE NUMBER OF CHILDREN OF THE PRINCIPALS OF THE
NEC~O SECONDARY SCHOOLS OF LOUISIANA, 1953-195k
Nunther Classification of Principals
of Men — Women Total
Children - NumL~er Per cent Number Per cent Number Per cent
None 30 32.30 12 66.60 k2 37.80
Or~ 23 2k.7O 2 11.10 25 32.5
Two 19 20.k() 2 11.10 21 18.90
Three 7 7.50 1 5.60 8 7.20
Four 8 8.60 1 5.60 9 8.20




than seven) 1 1.10 1 .9
Tots]. 93 100.00 18 100.00 111 100.00
Median 1.75 1.3 1.5
of the male and 5 or 27.7 per cent of the female principals reporting
that they were of this religious faith. Of the 11]. principals 1k or
12.50 per cent were Roman Catholic, with 5 or 5.3 per cent of the male
and 9 or 50.0 per cent of the female principals indicating that they
were Roman Catholics. Of the 111 principals, 3 or 2.70 per cent were
Episcopalians, with 2 or 2.20 per cent of the male principals and 3. or
5.60 per cent of the female principals reporting that they were of this
faith. Of the U]. principals studied, 2 or 1.80 per cent were members
31~
TABLE 10
DISTRIBUTION OF THE RELIGIOUS PRERERENCES OF THE PRINCIPALS OF
THE NEGRO SECONDARY SCHOOLS OF LOUISIANA, l953—l95i~
Classification
Religious Men Women Total
Preference -- -~ Number Percent Number Per cent Number Per~~~ent
Baptist 63 67.7 3 16.7 66 50.50
Methodist 21 22.6 5 27.7 26 23.50
Roman Catholic 5 5.3 9 50.0 li~ 12.50
Episcopalian 2 2.2 1 5.6 3 2.70
Presbyterian 0 0 0 0 0 0
Holiness
(Church of God) 2 2.2 2 1.80
Total 93 100.0 18 100.0 lU 100.0
of the Holiness Church, with 2 or 2.20 per cent ‘of the male principals
reporting that they were Holiness members. No female principals were
members of the Holiness Church. Not any of the 1U principals were
Presbyterians.
Further, Table 10 shows that 92 or 7k.O per cent of the total 1U
principals were either. Baptists or Methodists, or nearly three—fourths
of the principals have chosen either the Baptist or. Methodist denomi
nation. However interesting to note that 9 or 50.0 per cent of the
women principals belong to the Roman Catholic Church. This is probably
due to the fact most of the women principals are employed in Southern
part of the state of Louisiana, where the Roman Catholic Church is
widely accepted,
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Religious Preferences of Parents.—— The data on the religious pre
ferences of the parents of the principals of the Ne~’o secondary prin—
cipals of Louisiana are presented in Table U, page 36, which reveals
the significant data to follow. The religious preferences of the
parents range from 2 or 1.6 per cent of the parents were Congregationa—
lists to 66 or i~5.6 per cent of the parents chose the Baptist denomi
nation. Four or 3.3 per cent of the parents had no religious preference.
Further, Table U shows that the majority of the parents (66 or
per cent) chose the Baptist faith. Next highest rank of the religious
preferences of the parents was the Methodist denomination, 27 or 22.8
per cent chose this religious denomination.
Education of Parents of the Principals.— Table 12, page 37, pre
sents the significant data on the education of the parent of the prin
cipals of the Negro secondary schools in Louisiana. Of the parents of
the ill principals, 9 or 8.26 per cent had some college training, with
5 or 5.140 per cent of the male principals’ parents and 14 or 22.20 per
cent of the female principals’ parents indicated that they had some
college training. Of the ill parents of the principals, 18 or 16.51 per
cent were high school graduates, with 15 or 16.10 per cent of the parents
of the male principals and 3 or 16.7 per cent of the parents of the fe
male principals indicating that they had graduated from high school.
Of the ill parents of the principals 56 or 50.5 per cent had some ele—
inentary training with 147 or 50.60 per cent of the parents of the male
principals and 9 or 50.0 per cent of the parents of the female principals
indicating that they had some elementary education. 25 or 22.9 per cent
of the parents of all of the principals had one or two years of high
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TABLE 11
DISTRIBUTION OF THE RELIGIOUS PREFEREIiCES OF THE PARENTS
OF THE PRINCIPALS OF THE NE(I~O SECONDARY SCHOOLS OF
LOUISIANA, 1953—19~k
Number* Per cent








(Church of God in Christ) 5
None 3.3
Total 118 99.5
column is more than the number of principals, because if
both parents of the principals had tI~ same religious preference,
the religious preference was listed once for both parents. If
parents had a different religious preference, both religious pre
ferences were listed.
school, with 23 or 2k.? per cent of the parents of the male principals
and 2 or 11.1 per cent parents of the female principals reporting that
they had 1 or 2 years of high school education. Of the ill parents of
the principals, 3 or 2.75 per cent reported that they had no education
at eli, with 3 or 3.20 per cent of the parents of the. male principals
indicating that they had no education at ail. Not any of the parents
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TABlE 12
DISTRIBUTION OF THE LEVEL OF EDUCATION OF
PRINCIPALS OF THE NE(~O SECONDARY
LOUISIANA, 1953—195k




Men ~er cent Women Per cent Total
Number Per cent Number Per cent Number Per cent
*p~ had
College 5 5.k 22.2 9 8.26
Parents High
School Graduates :is 16.1 3 16.7 18 i6.51.
*3HlParents had.
Elementary Ed. k7 50.6 9 5b.o 56 50.5
Parents had 1 or
2 years High Sch. 23 2k.? 2 1]..). 25 .22.9k
No Education 3 3.2 0 0 3 2.75
Total ~93 100.0 18 100.0 U]. 100.0
~efers to any college training at all.
~Refers to any training in elementary grades.
Highest training of either of the two parents of each principal was
considered.
of the female principals reported that they had no education.
Further, Table 12 reveals that the majority of the parents 56 or 50.5
per cent had some elementary- training. Only a snail percent had college
training, 8 or 8.26 per cent. Only 3 parents had no education at all.
Occupations of Fathers of the Principals.—— The data on the occu.—
pations of the fathers of the principals of the Negro secondary schools
of Louisiana are presented in Table 13, page 38, which reveals the sig
nificant facts to follow. The occupations of the fathers of the ill
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TABI~E13
DISTRIBUTION OF THE OCCUPATIONS OF THE FATHERS OF THE
NEGRO SECONDARY SCHOOL PRINCIPAlS OF LOUISIANA,
19!~3—195k
zz~~ — ~-rn14-rI !
. Classification of Principals
Occupation - —~
of Men Women Total
Fathers Number Per cent Number Per cent Number Per cent
Farmer kl.30 5 27.70 k9
Merchant 8 6.50 1 5.60 7 6.30
Carpenter 2 2.20 1 5.60 3 2.70
Contractor 8 8.60 3 16,60 11 9.90
Minister 6 6.5o 1 5.60 7 6.30
Doctor 2 2.20 2 1.80
Teacher 6 6.50 6 5.ko
Railway
Emp1o~ee 3 3.20 3 2.70
Unaldiled
laborer 10 10.80 2 11.10 12 10.80
Agent 1 1.10 1 .90
Janitorial
services 3 3.20 3 2.70
Real Estate
broker 2 11.10 2 1.80
Government and
Thiblic Service 2 11.10 2 1.80
Professional
~igineer 5.60 .90
Total 93 100.0 18 100.0 111 100.0
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principals of the Negro secondary schools of Louisiana ranged from a low
of 1 or .9 per cent of the fathers being a professiona). engineer to a
high of k9 or Wi.2 per cent of the fathers being farmers. Of the U).
fathers of the principals 7 or 6.30 per cent were merchants, with 8 or
6.50 per cent of the fathers of the female principals and 1 or 5.6 per
cent of the fathers of the male principals who indicated that they were
merchants. Of the ill fathers of the prinoipals 3 or 2.70 per cent of
the fathers were carpenters, with 2 or 2.20 per cent of the male prin
cipals’ fathers and 1 or 5.6 per cent of the female principals’ fathers
who indicated they were carpenters. U or 9.90 per cent of the fathers
were contractors, with 8 or 8.60 per cent of the fathers of the male
principals and 3 or 16.6 per cent of the fathers of the female principals
indicating that they were contractors. 7 or 6.3 per cent of the fathers
of the principals were ministers, with 6 or 6.50 per cent of the fathers
of the male principals and 1 or 5.60 per cent of the fathers of the
female. principals who indicated that they were ministers. Of the ill
fathers of the principals, 2 or 1.80 per cent were doctors, with 2 or
2.20 per cent of the fathers o±~ the male principals reporting that they
were doctors. Not any of the fathers of the female principals were
doctors. 6. or 5.~ per cent of the total n~ber of fathers were teachers,
with 6 or 6.50 per cent of the fathers of the male principals, who indi
cated that they were teachers. Not any of the fathers of the female
principals were teachers. 3 or 2.7 per cent of the fathers of the prin
cipals were railway employees, with 3 or. 3.2 per cent of the fathers of
the male principals, who indicated that they were railway employees.
None of the fathers of the female principals were railway employees.
Of the ill fathers of the principals of the Negro secondary schools in
Louisiana, 12 or 10.8 per cent were unskilled laborers, with 10 or 10.8
per cent of the fathers of the male principals and 2 or 31.1 per cent
of the female principals, who indicated that they were unskilled laborers.
1 or .9 per cent of the fathers of the principals was an agent, with 1 or
1.1 per cent of the fathers of the male principals who indicated this
occupation. Not any of the fathers of the female principals were agents.
Of the 111 fathers of the principals, 3 or 2.7 per cent of the fathers
were janitors, with 3 or 3.2 per cent of the fathers of the male prin
cipals indicating that they were janitors. 2 or 1.8 per cent of the
fathers were Real Estate Brokers, with 2 or 11.10 per cent of the
fathers of the female principals, ‘who indicated that they were Real
Estate Brokers. Not any of the fathers of the male principals were Real
Estate Brokers. Of the ill fathers of the principals 2 or 1.80 per cent
were employed in government or public service, with 2 or 11.10 per cent
of the fathers of the female principals reporting that they were in this
type of work. Not any of the fathers of the male principals were en
gaged in this type of work.
Further, Table 13 shows that the majority (k9 or L~L~.20 per cent) of
the fathers of the principals are farmers. Only 8.10 per cent of the
fathers were in skilled professions, like doctor, teacher or engineer.
After farming the next highest occupation in rank pursued by the fathers
were unskilled laborer and contractor. 12 or 10.8 per cent of the
fathers were unskilled laborers, while 1]. or 9.90 per cent were con
tractors.
Occ~pationaJ. Status of Mothers of ~e_Prinoipals.— Table 11~, page
ki
TABLE 1k
DISTRIBUTION OF THE OCCUPATIONS OF THE MOTHERS OF THE PRINCIPALS
OF THE NEGRO SECONDARY SCHOOLS IN LOUISIANA,
1953—195k
~_~__~___——,j!t__ — - - -. ——
. ClassificationOccupation
oI~ Men Women Total
Mothers Number Per cent Number Per cent Number Per cent
Farmer 8 8.60 2 11.10 10 9.0
House wife 73 78.kO 10 S5.60 83 7k.80
Teacher 3 3.20 2 11.10 s
Minister
Domestic
servant S 5.ko 2 11.10 7 6.30
Railway
employee
Agent 2 2.20 2 1.80
Seamstress 2 2.20 2 11.10 k 3.60
Total 93 100.0 18 100.0 Ui 100.0
k]., presents data on the occupations]. status of the mothers of the prin—
cipaJ.s of the Negro secondary schools of Louisiana, and the significant
facts are presented as follows. Of the 111 mothers of the principals of
the Negro secondary schools of Louisiana, 10 or 9.0 per cent were farmers,
with 8 or 8.60 per cent of the mothers of the male principals and 2 or
11.1 per cent of the mothers of the female principals who indicated that
they were farmers. Of the 111 mothers of the principals 83 or 7k.8 per
cent were house—wives, with 73 or 78.[~ per cent of the mothers of the
male principals and 10 or 55.60 per cent mothers of the female principals
k2
reported that they were housewives. ~ or 1~o per cent of the mothers
of the principals were teachers, with 3 or 3.20 per cent of the mothers
of the male principals and 2 or 11.10 per cent mothers of the female
principals who indicated that they were teachers. Of the ill mothers
of the principals, 7 or 6.30 per cent of the mothers were domestic ser
vants, with ~ or 5.~o per cent of the mothers of the male principals
and 2 11.10 per cent of the mothers of the female principals who indi
cated that they were domestic servants. Of the U). mothers of the prin
cipals 2 or 1.80 per cent of the mothers were agents, 2 or 2.20 per
cent of the mothers of the male principals who indicated that they were
agents.. Not any of the mothers of the female principals were agents.
Of the total number of ill mothers of the principals, k or 3.6 per cent
were seamstresses, with 2 or 2.20 per cent of the mothers of the male
principals and 2 or 11.10 per cent of the mothers of the female prin
cipals who indicated that they were seamstresses.
Table 1)4, further reveals that the nearly three—fourths of the mothers
of the principals were housewives. It is interesting to note that 10 or
9.0 per cent of the mothers were farmers. Only a small per cent of the
mothers were in the professions, that is 5 or )4.50 per cent were teachers.
~nnual Income of Fathers,—— Table 15, page )43, presents the data on
annual income of the fathers of the principals of the Negro secondary
schools of Louisiana, and the significant facts are presented as follows.
The annual income of the fathers of the principals ranged from 10 or
9.0 per cent ‘with an income of $0 to $)499 per year, to 5 or IL.60 per cent
with a salary cf $Ii.000 or more per year. The median salary or annual in
come of the fathers of the principals was $1,600.
TABLE 15
DISTRIBUTION OF ThE ANNUAL INCOME OF THE FATHERS OF THE PRINCIPALS















Annual Income of the Mothers.—— Table 16, page kb., presents the
data on the annual income of the mothers of the principals of the Nero
secondary schools of Louisiana, with the significant facts to foflow.
The annual income of the mothers of the principals ranged from 71~ or
66.6o per cent ‘with a low salary of $0 — $1th9 to 8 or 7.2 per cent of
the mothers with annual income of $2000 to $3000. The median annual
income of the mothers of the principals was $699.90.
Types of Certificates Held by the Principals.— The distribution of
the types of certificates held by the one—hundred and eleven principals
of the Nero secondary schools of Louisiana, as shown by Table 17, page
b.S, reveals that of the total of the 1U principals 33 or 29.80 per cent
TABLE 16
DISTRIBUTION OF THE ANNUAL INCOME OF THE MOTHERS OF THE PRINCIPALS
OF THE NEGRO SECONDARY SCHOOLS IN LOUISIANA,
1953—195k
Annual Salary Number Per cent







hold I—A certificates, with 28 or 30.10 of the male and 5 or 27.70 per
cent of the female ~rincipals who indicated that they held the i—A
certifiöate. Of the total 62 or SS.80 per cent, 53 or 56.90 per cent
and 9 or 50.0 per cent of the total men and women, respectively hold
1—B certificates; of the total 113 or 12.60 per cent, 11 or U.80 per
cent and 3 or 16.70 per cent of the total men and women respectively
hold 1—C certificates; of the total 2 or 1.80 per cent, 1 or 1.10 per
cent and 1 or 5.60 per cent of the men and women, respectively hold
3—A certificates. It is interesting to note that, 62 or 55.80 per cent
of the principals hold 1-B certificates which represent college grad
uation and is valid for life for continuous service, and the next largest
number of certificates recorded is 33 or 29.80 per cent holding l~A
certificates which are issued to applicants holding a baccalaureate degree
TABLE 17
DISTRIBUTION OF THE T!PES OF CERTIFICATES HELD BY THE PRINCIPALS
OF THE NE(~0 SECOND?~RY SCHOOLS IN LOUISIANA,
l953—195Li~
.-.. — ~-n ... -
Type Classification
Certificate Men Women Total
Held Number Per cent Number Per cent Number Per cent
1—A 28 30.10 5 27.70 33 29.80
1—B 53 56.90 9 50.0 62 55.80
1—0 3.]. 3.1.80 3 16.7.0 lii. 12.60
T
3—A 1 1.10 1 5.60 2 1.80
3-B
Total 93 100.0 18 100.0 111 100.0
or higher award by an approved college. In addition, the applicant must
show at least five years of successful teaching experience.
Colleges and Universities from which Princijals Earned Bachelors
Degrees.— Table 18, page k6, revealed that i~8 or 32.20 per cent were
awarded Bachelor’s degrees from Southern University, with ki~ or 1~7 .5
per cent and ~ or 23.5 per cent of the male and female principals who
indicated that they received their bachelors degrees from this college.
Of the total 10 or 9.20 per cent, 9 or 9.80 per cent and 1 or 5.90 per
cent of the male and female ~u~’incipals respectively, earned their de
gree from leland College; of the total 15 or 13.80 per cent, 13 or 31~.i
per cent and 2 or 11.70 per cent of male and female principals respec
tively, earned their bachelor’s degrees from Grambling College. L~. or
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TABlE 18
DISTRIBUTION OF THE COLLE(ThS AND UNIVERSITIES FROM WHICH THE
PRINCIPAlS OF THE NEGRO SECONDARY SCHOOLS IN LOUISIANA
RECEIVED THEIR BACHELOR DEGREES, 1953—19513
Colleges Classification of Principals —~
am~ Men Women Total



















































































Tots]. 92 100.0 17 100.0 109 100.0
*N~ Grambling College
147
14.30 per cent of the male principals earned their bachelors degrees from
Difliard University, New Orleans, Louisiana. 2 or 11.70 per cent of the
female principals earned their degrees from Catholic University, Washing
ton, D. C. Of the total S or 14.60 per cent, 1 or 1.10 per cent and 14 or
23.50 per cent of the male and female principals respectively earned the
bachelor’s degree from Xavier University, New Orleans, Louisiana, 1 or
1.10 per cent of the male teachers earned the bachelors degree from
Louisiana Negro Normal, GrambJ.ing, Louisiana. 2 or 2.2 per cent of the
male principals earned degrees from Fisk University, Nashville, Tennessee.
2 or 11.70 per cent of the female principals earned degrees from Manhattan
College. Of the total 5 or 14.50 per cent, with 14 or 14.30 per cent and 1
or 5.90 per cent of the male and female principals respectively earned
degrees from Bishop College, Marshall, Texas. 1 or 5.9 per cent of the
female principals earned the bachelors degree from Canpbell College. 7
or 7.60 per cent of the men earned their degrees from Wiley College,
Marshall, Texas. 1 or 1.10 per cent earned the degree from Johnson C.
Smith College. 1 or 1.10 per cent of the men principals earned the de
gree from Morehouse College, Affanta, Georgia. 1 or 5.90 per cent of the
female principals earned the bachelors’ degree from St. Marys’ University,
San Antonio, Texas. 1 or 1.10 per cent of the male principals earned the
degree from Lane College. 1 or 1.10 per cent of the male principals
earned the bachelors’ degree from Harvard University. It is interesting
to note that the largest number of principals, 148 or 32.2 per cent earned
their degrees from Southern University-. This is the state college of
Louisiana.
Cofle~es and Universities where the Princi~pals Earned Ma r’sDe~ees
Table 19, page 148, presents the data on where the principals received
k8
TABLE 19
DISTRIBUTION OF THE COLLE(~ AND UNIVERSITIES WHERE THE PRINCIPALS
OF THE NE(~O SECONDARY SCHOOLS IN LOUISIANA
RECEIVED MASTER DEGREES, 1953—19~
Class±fication of Principals
Colleges -
ai~ Men Per cent Women Per cent Total Per cent
Universities Number Per cent Number Per cent Number Per cent
Columbia Univ. 20.8 2 33.2 7 23.3
Atlanta Univ. S 20.8 1 16.7 6 20.0
Univ. of Nebraek~ 3 12.5 3 30.5
Michigan State 2 8.~ 2 66.6
Univ. of Michigan 1 IL.2 1 3.3
Western Reserve 1 I~.2 1 3.3
Univ. of
Minnesota 1 k.2 1 3.3
Cornell Univ. 2 8.k 2 66.6
Northwestern
University 1 k.2 1 3.3
Hampton Inst. 1 k.2 1 3.3
Wayne Univ. 1 i~.2 1 3.3
Texas Southern
University 1 k.2 1 3.3
Catholic Univ~
(D. 0.) 3. 16.7 3.3
Loyala Univ. 3. 16.7 3.3
University of
Suthern Calif. 1 16.7 1 3.3
-- ------ --- -- -. -
Total 2k 100.0 6 100.0 30 100.0
Master’ a degree. Of the fifteen colleges awarding Master’s degrees to
the principals, Columbia leads in awarding the number of degrees, 7 or
23.30 per cent of the total of 30 Master’s degrees held by the principals.
Atlanta University ranks ne~d~, awarding 6 or 20.0 per cent of the total
of Master’s degrees awarded. AU of the principals earned Master’s de
grees outside of the state of Louisiana. This is probably due to the
fact, that just recently Louisiana State University permitted Negroes
to enter the University for graduate work.
Highest Degrees Held by the Prinoi~~.—— Table 20, page 50, pro—
santa the data on highest degrees held by the principals of the Negro
secondary schools of Louisiana, which gives the significant facts that
follow. In each case the highest degree held by the principal is used
as a basis for the tabulation. In other words, a person who had both
the Master’s and Bachelor’s degrees was shown as holding the Master’s
degree. Of the total of one—hundred and eleven principals studied 30
or 27.0 per cent with 2~ or 25.80 per cent and 6 or 33.30 per cent of
the male and female principals respectively, hold the Master’s degree.
Of the total of one—hundred and eleven principals, 79 or 71.20 per cent,
with 68 or 73.10 per cent and U or 61.10 per cent of the male and
female principals respectively, hold the bachelor’s degree. Of the total
of one—hundred and eleven principals 2 or 1.80 per cent, with 1 or 1.10
per cent and 1 or 5.60 per cent of the male and female principals re
spectively holds no degree. The percentage of female principals holding
the Master’ a degree is slightly higher, than for male principals • This
is due to the few cases of female principals holding the principalship
in comparison to the male principals. The ratio of the Master’s degree
held by the men to that of the women is four to one. The total percentage
TABLE 20
DISTRIBUTION OF THE HI(~EST DEGREES HELl) BY THE PRINCIPALS OF
TIlE NEGRO SECONDARY SCHOOLS IN LOUISIA1~A, l953—195l~
—.- — .— - . —.--.--,~ — - -~ -!~ W — - I
Men Woman TotalDegrees
~. — Number Percent Number Per cent Number Per cent
Masters 214 25.80 6 33.30 30 27.00
Bachelors 68 73.10 U 61.10 79 71.20
Less than Bachelors 1 1.10 1 5.60 2 1.60
Total . 93 100.0 18 100.0 ill 100.0
of the bachelor’s degrees held by the female principals is 9k.1~ per cent.
It can be said that of the combined total, of one—hundred and eleven
principals 98.20 per cent hold bachelor’s degrees.
Major Subjects Taken by the Principals.— Table 21, page 51, presents
the data on the major subjects taken by the principals. The significant
facts are to follow. Of the 12 major subjects taken by the different
principals, only one principal, chose each philosophy, French, Music,
Industrial Arts. The highest ranking choice of the major subject was
Education; 141 or 37.0 per cent of the total of ill principals, with 31
or 33.14 per cent and 10 or 55.6 per cent of the male and female princi
pals respectively, chose this subject. The next highest ranking subject
chosen as a major by the principals was Agriculthre, 23 or 20.70 per cent
of the principals chose this subject. The third highest ranking choice
of a major subject was English, ‘2~ or 18.0 per cent of the total of ill
principals, with 15 or 16.10 per cent and 5 or 27.60 per cent of the
male and female principals chose this subject.
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TABlE 21
DISTRIBUTION OF THE MAJOR SUBJECTS IN THE PREPARATION OF THE
PRINCIPALS OF THE NEGRO SECONDARY SCHOOlS IN LOUISIANA
1953—195k
.— I-— - -~ - -~
Maj c,~. Male Female Total
- Number Per cent Number Per cent Number Per cent
Agriculture 23 2k.6 23 20.7
Biology 6 6.5 6
Chemistry 1~. k.3 14 3.7
Education 31 33.14 10 55.6 14]. 37.
English 35 16.3. 5 27.6 20 3.8.
Mathematics 9 8.6 9 8.2.
Social Studies 2 2.2 12 1.8
History 2 2.2 2 1.8
Industrial Arts 1 1.1 1
Music 1 5.6 1 .9
French 1 5.6 1
Philosophy i 5.6 1 .9
Total 93 100.0 18 100.0 Ui 100.0
Minor Subjects of the Principals.— Table 22, page 52, presents the
data on the minor subjects taken by the principals of the Negro second
ary schools of Louisiana. Of the eighteen subjects selected as minors
by the principals, only one principal chose each, Latin, Music, Physics,
Manual Arts, and Industrial Arts • The highest ranking choice of a minor
subject w~s English, 35 or 31.5 per cent of the total number of princi
pals, with 214 or 25.80 per cent and U or 6i.o per cent of the male and
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TABLE 22
DISTRIBUTION OF THE MINOR SUBJECTS IN THE PREPARATION OF THE
PRINCIPALS OF THE NEGRO SECONDARY SCHOOLS IN LOUISIANA
1953—195)4
——.. -. -“ -.
Minor Subject Male Female Total
Number Per cent Number Per cent Number Per cent
Agriculture 11 11.8 11 8.1
Biology 13 1)4.0 13 11.7
Chemistry 2 2.2 2 1.8
Education 9 9.6 9 8.26
English 2)4 25.8 U 61.0 35 31.5
Music 1 1.2 1 5.6 2 1.8
Latin I 5.6 1. .9
Mathematics 17 18.3 17 15.3
Phy~icaJ. Ed. 3 3.3 3 2.7
General Sc. 2 2.2 2 1.8
Social Studies 3 3.3 2 U.]. 5
History 10 10.8 1 5.6 11 9.0
Physics 1 1.2 1 .9
Manual Arts 2. 1.2
Industrial Arts 1 1.2 1 .9
Psychology- 2 2.2 2 1.8
French 2 2.2 2 11.1
Rural Education 1 1.2 1 .9
Tots]. 93 100.0 18 100.0 111 100.0
female principals respectively, chose this subject as a minor. Mathe
matics ranked next, with 17 or 18.3 per cent of the men who indicated
this subject as their minor.
Graduate Credits in General Education Courses.—— Table 23, page ~,
indicated that twenty—eight or 30.10 per cent and four or 22.2 per cent
of the principals have earned two to six hours graduate credits in
general education in their graduate training; 16 or 17.50 per cent and
3 or 16.7 per cent of the principals had 7 to 12 semester hours of
genera). education on the graduate level, being male and female princi
pals, respectively; 9 or 9.60 per cent and 2 or 11.10 per cent of the
principals had from thirteen to eighteen semester hours of general edu
cation on the graduate level, being male and female principals, respec
tively; 13 or lI~.o per cent and Ii. or 22.20 per cent of the principals
had 19 and over semester hours in general education on the graduate level,
being male and female principals, respectively. 28 or 30.1 per cent
and k or 22.20 per cent of the principals had no credits in general edu
cation on the graduate level, being male and female principals, respec
tively. Table 23 indicated that 79 of the principals had from 2 to 19
and over semester hours credit in genera]. education courses on the
graduate level, 65 being men and 1i~ being women.
Graduate Credits in School Administraton.—— Table 2L~, page 55, re
vealed that of the ill principals, 20 or 21.50 per cent and S or 27.70
per cent of the principals had 2 to 6 hours credit in school admini stra—
tion on the graduate level, being men and women respectively; 18 or 19.
30 and 5 or 27.70 per cent of the principals had from 7 to 12 hours
credit in school administration, being men and women respectively; 7 or
Sit.
TABLE 23
DISThIBUTION OF TIlE GRADUATE CREDITS IN ~NERAL COURSES IN EDUCA
TION EARNED BY THE PRINCIPALS OF THE NEGRO SECONDARY
SCHOOLS IN LOUISIANA, 1953—195k
Total Number Male Female Total
Graduate~re~its Niunber Per cent Number Per cent Number Per cent
in.Gene E..
No. Credits 28 30.1 It. 22.2 32 28.8
2—6 Semester Hrs, 27 29.0 5 27.7 32 28.8
7—12 Semester
Hours 16 17.5 3 16.7 19 17.0
13—18 Semester
Hours 9 9.6 2 11.1 1). 8.).
19 and over
Semesters Hours 2.3 ]J~.o ~. 22.2 17 15.3
Total 93 100.2 18 99.9 111 100.0
7.60 per cent or 1 and 5.6 per cent of the principals had from 13 to 18
semester hours credit in school administration on the graduate level, being
men and wc~nen respectively; 21 or 22.60 per cent and 2 or 11.10 per cent
of the principals had 19 aid over semester hours in school administration,
being men and women respectively; 27 or 29.0 per cent aixi 5 or 27.70 per
cent of the principals had no graduate credit in school administration,
being men aixi women respectively. Table 2k indicated that 79, of the U].
principals had from 2 to 19 and over semester hours in school administra
tion, 66 being men and 13 being women.
Graduate Credits in Supervision of Elementary Subjects.—— Table 25,
page 56, presents the data on the graduate training of the prjiicipa].s
in the supervision of elementary subjects. Of the tots], of the one
hundred and eleven principals, 28 or 25.20 per cent, with 25 or 26.80
TABlE 2k
DISTRIBUTION OF THE GRADUATE CREDITS IN SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION
EARNED BY THE PRINCIPALS OF THE NEGRO SECONDARY
SCHOOLS IN LOUISIANA, 1953—195k
Graduate H0UXS* Classification of Principals
in ______ -. --
School Adminis— Mals Female Total
tration Number Per cent Number Per cent Number Per cent
No. Graduate
Credits 27 29.0 5 27.70 32 28.80
2 to 6 Hours 20 21.50 5 27.70 25 22.90
7 to 12 Hours 18 19.30 5 27.7 23 20.70
13 to 18 Hours 7 7.60 1 5.60 8 7.20
19 and over 21 22.60 2 UJO 23 20.70
Total. 93 100.0 18 99.80 lU 100.30
eat hours.
per cent and 3 or 16.60 pex cent of the male and female principals re
spectively, had from 2 to 6 hours of graduate training in the super—.
vision of e].ementary subjects. 13 or U.? per cent of the principals
had from 7 to 12 semester hours of graduate training in the supervision
of elementary subjects, with 10 or 10.70 per cent ~d 3 or 16.60 per
cent of the male and female principals, respecli vely, who indicated
they had the same amount, of semester hours (7 to 12). There were 29
or 26.10 per cent of the U]. principals, with 28 or 30.10 per cent and
1 or 5.60 per cent of male and female principals, respectively, who
indicated they had 13 to 18 semester hours, of graduate training in the
supervision of elementary subjects.
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TABLE 25
DISa~IBUTLtON OF THE GRADUATE CREDITS IN SUPERVISION OF ElEMENTARY
SCHOOL SUBJECTS EARNED BY ~IHE PRINCIPALS OF
NEGRO SECONDARY SCHOOLS IN LOUISIANA,
1953—i95i~
Graduate Credits Classification of Principals
in Supervision — — --
of Elementary Male Female Total
Subjects Number Per cent Number Per cent Number Per cent
No. Graduate
Credits 27 29.2 10 55.6 37 33.3
2 to 6 Hours 25 26.8 3 16.6 28 25.2
7 to 12 Hours 10 10.7 3 3.6.6 13 31.7
13 to 18 Hours 28 30.1 1 5.6 29 26.1
19 and over 3 3.2 1 5.6 lj. 3.7
Total 93 100.0 18 100.0 U]. 100.0
or 3.70 per cent of the principals, with 3 or 3.20 per cent and 1 or
5.6o per cent of the male and female principals, respectively, who in
dicated that they had 19 or over semester hours of graduate training in
the supervision of elementary subjects. 37 or 33.30 per cent of the
principals, with 27 or 29.20 per cent and 10 or 55.60 per cent, of male
and female principals respectively, who reported that they had no
graduate training in the supervision of elementary subjects. Summarizing
Table 25, we can see that out of the total of 3.1]. principals 66 or 59.5
per cent had from 2 to 19 and over semester hours training in the super
vision of elementary subjects.
Princi~palsHavjng Training in Extra—Curricular Activitjes.~— Table
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— •4fl~Total ~14o2 100.0 69 10.0 1471 100.0
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curricular activities. The principals reported that they had training
in more than one activity. Of the 17 extra-curricular activities listed
in which they bad training; those having training ranged from a low of
7 principals in!. W. C. A. or Hi—Y to a high of 60 principals having
had training in assemblies. 10 or 9.0 per cent of the total or ill prin
cipals, reported that they had no training in extra—curricular activities.
How Principals Entered the Prinoi~p~J.shIp.— Table 27, page ~9, re
veals the data on how the principals entered the princlpalships. Of the
ill principals 17 or 15.30 per cent, with 13 or 1.14.0 per cent and 13 or
22.20 per cent of the male and female principals, respectively, were
first recommended by the supervisor of schools. 9 or 8.20 per cent, with
8 or 8.60 per cent and 1 or 5.60 per cent of the male and female prin
cipals respectively were recommended by the principal where they taught.
133 or 38.6 per cent of the total of U]. principals, with 37 or 39.70 per
cent and 6 or 33.30 per cent of the male and female principals, respec
tively, were first recommended ~iy- the superintendent of schools. 18 ox
16.20 per cent, with 13 or 2.13.0 per cent and 5 or 27.80 per cent of the
male and female principals respectively, were first recommended by a
school boari member. 9 or 8.10 per cent of the total number of principals,
with 7 or 7.50 per cent and 2 or 10.80 per cent of the male and female
principals, respectively, were recommended by a citizens group. 10 or
9.0 per cent, with 10 or 10.8 per cent of the male principals, were
recommended by a State Department Official, S or 13.60 per cent of the
total number of principals, with 5 or 5.13o per cent of the male prin—
cipa].e, and 0 per cent of the female principals were first recommended
by a coilege head or a coUege teacher. Table 27, further reveals that
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TABLE 27
DISTRIBUTION OF HOW PRINCIPALS ENTERED THE P~INCIPAL5HIp
OF THE NEGRO SECONDARY SCHOOLS, 1953—l95L~
—
Who First Recom— Classification of Principals
mended You Male Female Total
Num~ier Per cent Number Per cent Number Per cent
a. By Supervisor
of Schools 13 liiL.O 13 22.2 17 15.3
b. By your Own
Principal where
You Taught 8 8.6 1 5.6 9 8.2
c. By the Superin
tendent of
Schools 37 39.7 6 33.3 133 38.6
d. By a School
Board Member 13 1130 5 27.8 18 16.2
e. By a Citizens
Group 7 7.5 2 10.8 9 8.1
f. By a State
Department
Official 10 10.8 0 10 9.0
g. By a College
Head or Teacher S 5.13 0 S 13.6
Total . 93 100.0 18 99.7 Ui 100.0
— —— [•~t. ~
the largest number of the principals, 133 or 38.60, per cent were first
recommended by the superintendent of schools. Only a small number 5 or
13.60 per cent of the total number of principals were first recommended
1b~r a college head or teacher.
Time of Training for the Principalship...... The data concerned with
time of training for the principalship is presented in Table 28, page
60, which reveals that 28 or 15.20 per cent of the total of the Ui
6o
TABLE 28
DISTRIBUTION OF THE TRAINING FOR THE PRINCIPALSHIP OF THE
PRINCIPALS OF THE NEGRO SECONDARY SCHOOLS OF
LOUISIANA, 1953—195k
~——-~ - - --.-
Tine ~ - Classification of Principals
Training Male Female Total
~ Number Per cent Number Per cent Number Per cent
Received Training
before entering
Principalship 25 26.9 3 16.6 28 15.2
Received Training
after entering
Principalship 68 73.1 15 83.k 83 8k.8
Tots]. 93 100.0 18 100.0 111 100.0
principals, with 25 or 26.90 per cent and 3 or 16.60 per cent of the
male and female principals, respectively, who indicated that they re
ceived training for the ~principalship ~beföre entering the principalship.
83 or 81L.80 of the total of the U principals, with 68 or 73.10 per cent
and 15 or 83.kO per cent of the male and female principals, respectively,
who indicated that they received training for the principalship after
being employed as principal. It is interesting to note that over three—
fourths of the principals received training for the principalship after
accepting the position as principal.
Combined Teaching and Administrative Experience of Principals.—- Table
29, page 61, presents the total experience of the principals of the•
secondary schools of Louisiana. The median total experience of the male
principals is 18.3 years; the median total experience of the female
principals is 20.k years. This indicates that the female principals
6].
TABLE 29
DISTRIBUTION~ OF THE COMBINED ADMINISTRATIVE AND TEACHING
EXPERIENCE OF THE PRINCIPALS OF ‘~HE NEGRO SECONDARY
S~HOOIS OF LOUISIANA, l953—l951i~
Years of —. Classificationéf Principals
Experience Men Women Total
~Number Per cent Number Per cent Number Per cent
20 — ‘2i~ 1~2 L~5.1 U 61 53 l~7.6
15 ~ 19 19 20.k 22.2 23 20.7
10 — 18 19.6 1 5.6 19 17.2
S — 9 9 9.6 1 5.6 10 9.].
0—is 5 5.3 1 5.6 6 5.k
Total 93 100.0 18 100.0 U]. 100.0
Mean 16.5 18.k 15.9
Median 18.5 2O.i~ 2l.k
have a median total experience of 2.]. years in excess of the men. The
median total experience of the combined total number of principals is
18. _years. Table 19 indicates that the women Negro principals in the
secondary- schools of Louisiana have more total experience than the men.
Taken as a whole, it would therefore imply that the total years of ex
perience of the men and women Negro principals is sufficient enough to
warrant belief that the Negro secondary schools of Louisiana are being
administered by persons who have been in the field of education for
enough years to have acquired adequate background of experience.
Types of Experience Previous to Occupying the Principalship.-- Thble
30, page 62, reveals the types of experiences of the principals before
occupying the principalship. 6i or 3lj~.7 per cent of the tots], number of
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TABLE 30
DISTRIBUTION OF THE TYPES OF EXPERIENCE PREVIOUS TO OCCUPYING
THE PRINCIPALSHIP B! THE PRINCIPALS OF THE NEGRO
SECONDARY SCHOOlS OF LOUISIANA, 1953—l9Sb.
Type of Men Women Total
Experience -. Nuiñber Per cent Number Per cent Number Per cent
Elementary Class
Room Teacher 51i. 31L.ll 7 31.6 61 3L~.7
High School
Teacher 3i~.k 8 i~2.3 62 35.2
Elementary
Principal 5 3.2 2 10.5 7 3.9
High School
Principal 28 17.8 1 5.3 2 16.5
Assistant
Principal 10 6.k 1 5.3 U 6.3.
County Supervisor 0 0 0 0 0 0
Coilege Teacher 6 3.1 0 0 6 3.k
*Total 157 99.3 19 95.ó 176 100.0
*Total is greater than number of principals as some had more than
one type of experience.
principals with 5]~ or 3k.kO per cent arid 7 or 31.6 per cent of the male
and female principals, respectively were elementary teachers before
occupying the principalship. 62 or 35.20 per cent, with 51~ or 3i~.0 per
cent and. 8 or i~2.30 per cent of the male and female principals, respec
tively, were high school teachers before becoming principals. 7 or 3.90
per cent, with 5 or 3.20 per cent and 2 or 10.5 per cent, of the male
and female principals respectively, were elementary principals before
occupying the principalships of the secondary schools. 29 or 16.50 per
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cent, with 28 or 17.80 per cent and 1 or 5.30 per cent of the male arid
female principals respectively, were high school principals before
taking their present principaJ.ships. 11 or 6.30 per cent, with 10 or
6.kO per cent and 1 or .5.3 per cent of the male and female principals,
respectively, were assistant principals before occupying the principal
ship. 6 or 3,1~0 per cent of the total number of principals, with 6 or
3.10 of the male principals were coflege teachers before occupying the
principalship.
Table 30, further reveals that the tots]. of those who were high
school teachers and high school principals is 82 or 52.2 per cent.
Tenure of Principals in Present Positions.— It is shown in Table
31, page ~ that the principals of the Negro secondary schools in
Louisiana, have a ~an tenure of 9.8 years for men principals and the
mean tenure of 7.]. years for women principals, and a mean tenure of
10.3 years, for the total group of Ui principals. Further, Table 31
reveals that the tenure of these U]. principals has a tendency to be
long as evidenced by the progressive increase in stability of position
through total years experience iEterva].s. 72 or 77.L~ per cent of the
male principals show a tenure ranging from five to nineteen years,
while 13 or 72.2 per cent of the women also show a tenure ranging from
five to nineteen years.
Salaries of the Principals.~ Table 32, page 65, reveals the foflow—
ing data on the salaries of the one hundred and eleven principals of the
Negro secondary schools in Louisiana. 2 or 2.2 per cent of the male
principals earned a yearly salary of $6I~5o to $6, 9it9; 6 or. 6.60 per cent
of the male principals earned a yearly salary of $5950 to $6Ld~9; 10 or
6L~
TABLE 31
D]ISTRIBUTION OF THE TENURE OF THE PRINCIPALS OF THE NEGRO
SECONDARY SCHOOLS OF LOUISIANA, IN PRESENT
POSITION, 1953—195k
~—‘,- —
Years Classification of Principals
Tenure Men Women Total
Number Per cent Number Per cent Number Per cent
20—2k 2 2.2 0 0 2 1.8
15 — 19 22 23.7 2 11.1 2k 21.6
10 — 1k 22 23.7 1 5.6 23 20.7
~ — 28 30.1 10 55.6 38 3k.2
0 — k 19 20.3 5 27.7 2k 21.7
Total 93 100,0 18 100.0 ill 100.0
Mean 9.8 7.1 10.3
Median 9.k 6.5 k.8
10.8 per cent of the male principals earned a yearly salary of ~5k5o to
S59k9. Of the total nu~ber, 3 or 2.70 per cent, 2 or 2.20 per cent and
1 or 5.60 per cent men and women principals, respectively earned a yearly
salary of 4~k950 to $Skk9. Of the total number of 18 or 16.2 per cent,
17 or 18.30 per cent and 1 or 5.60 per cent men and women principals
respectively, earned a yearly salary of ~tth5o to ~k9k9; of the total
number 28 or 25.20 per cent, 25 or 26.90 per cent and 3 or 16.70 per
cent men and women principals, respectively, earn a yearly salary of
~3950 — $lthk9; of the total of 27 or 2k.30 per cent, 20 or 21.0 per cent
and 7 or 38.90 men and women principals, respectively, earn a salary of
$3IiSoto ~39k9 per year; of the total 16 or 1I~.5o per cent, 10 or 10.80
per cent and 6 or 33.2 per cent men and women principals earn a yearly
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TABLE 32
DISTRIBUTION OF THE PRD’ICIPALS OF THE NEGRO SECONDARY
SCHO~YLS IN LOUISIANA, l953-l95i~
jar Classification of Principals
Dollars - Men Women — Total
. Number Per cent Number Per cent Number Per cent
$6kSo—69b.9 2 2.2 2 1.8
595O—6L~1~9 6 6.6 6
~5O—59k9 10 10.8 10 9.0
k950—Skk9 2 2.2 1 5.6 3 2.7
kI~50—k~U9 17 18.3 1 5.6 18 16.2
3950—! 25 26.9 3 16.7 28 25.2
3k50—39k9 20 21.0 7 38.9 27 2L~..3
295O—3i~9 10 10.8 6 33.2 16 lk.5
~ 2L~5O—29I~9 1 1.2 1~ .9
Total 93 100.0 18 100.0 ill 100.0
Mean ~L~25.8o $3,200 $L~, 317 .1.
Median ~U,782.83 $3,616.10
salary cf $2950 to $3~th9; of the total of 11]. Negro Principals, 1 or
1.20 per cent earned a ~arly salary of $2k50 to $29149.
To summarize the data on principals salaries the mean salaries were
$14,1425.80 for the men, and for the women $3,200. For both men and
women the mean salaries were $14,317.U. The median salary for the men
was $k,7&2.83 and for the women $3,616.10, for both men and women, the
median salary was $14, 109.140.
Subjects taught by Princ~pals,— The subjects taught are I ~i cated
in Table 33, page 66. It is the purpose here to determine the range of
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TABLE 33
DISTRIBUTION OF T~ SUBJECTS TAUGHT BY THE PRINCIPALS OF


















































































Tot~a]. 92~ 17~ 109~
Number individual
teach~.ng principals 61 13 714
Subjects per
principal 1.5 1.3 1.14
*Because duplications are included, this column does not total 100
per cent
~This column includes ail duplications of courses taught by principals.
Divided by the number of individual principals teaching, it gives the
average number of different subjects taught per principal.
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the subjects taught. 7k teaching principals taught on an average of 1.k
subjeàts per day. The men have, on an average of 1.5 subjects each
whereas the women have 1.3 each per day. The subjects taught most
frequently by men principals are mathematics, health and physical edu
cation, and agriculture respectively. The subjects most frequently
taught by the women principals are English, health aid physical education,
mathematics, Industrial Arts and history respectively.
Number of Subjects Tai~ght Per Day by the Principals.-— Table 3k,
page 68, presents an ènaJ.ysis of the subjects taught each day by the
principals of the Negro secondary schools of Louisiana. Of the total
7 or 6.L~o per cent, with 3 or 3.30 per cent and k or 22.20 per cent of
the men and women principals, respectively, who indicated they taught
four subjects; of the total 10 or 9.0 per cent, with 5 or 5.ko per cent
of the men and women principals, respectively, taught three subjects
per day; of the total 17 or 15.30 per cent, with 1k or 16.20 per cent
and 3 or 16.70 per cent of the men and women principals, respectively,
who indicated that they taught two subjects per day; of the total kO or
36.0 per cent, with 39 or kl.30 per cent and], or 5.60 per cent of men
and women principals respectively, who indicated they taught one subject
per day; of the total 37 or 33.30 per cent, with 32 or 3k.80 per cent
and 5 or 27.70 per cent of the men and women principals respectively,
who indicated that they did not teach any subjects. No principal has to
prepare over four subjects per day. Table 3k further reveals 37 or 33.30
per cent of the tots], of U). principals of the Negro secondary sthools of
Louisiana do not teach at all. The principals of the snailer schools
are more or less compefled to teach. Others teach because they feOl
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TABLE 3k
DISTRIBUTION OF THE NUNBER OF SUBJECTS TAUGHT BY THE PPINCIP.ALS
OF THE NEGRO SECONDARY SCHOOLS OF LOUISIANA,
1953—195k
— ~ - ~ ~
Classification of Principals
Principals Men Women -~ Total
Teaching
-~ Number Per cent Number Per cent Number Per cent
Four Subjects 3 3.3 Lj. 22.2 7 6.k
Three Subjects 5 5.li. 5 27.8 10 9
Two Subjects 1k 16.2 3 16.7 17 15.3
One Subject 39 kl.3 1 5.6 ko 36
None 32 3k.8 5 27.7 37 33.3
Total 93 100.0 18 100.0 ill 100.0
Mean l.O~ 2.1 1.2
Median 1.5 3.5 2.0
that they derive certain advantages by keeping in close contact with the
students and community.
Teaching Loads of the Negro Secondar~y School Principals.—— The number
of hours taught daily by the principals of the Negro secondary schools
of Louisiana is iresented in Table 35, page 69. From an analysis of this
table, sixty—one men. principals or 65.6 per cent, teach one or more hours
daily. 32 or 3k.k per cent of the men principals do not have any teach
ing duties. Thirteen or 72.20 per cent of the women principals teach
one or more classes each day; five or 27.80 per cent of the women prin
cipals do not teach at all. Table 35, further reveals that a total of
37 or 33.30 per cent, with 32 or 3k.70 per cent and 5 or 27.7 per cent
of the men and women principals respectively, may be classed as non—
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TABLE 35
DISTRIBUTION OF THE NUMBER OF HOURS TAUGHT DAILY BY THE
PRINCIPALS OF TIlE NEGRO SECONDARY SCHOOlS OF
LOUISIANA, 1953—195)4
— - --~ -~
• Classification of Principals
Periods
Taught Men Women Total
Number Fer cent Number Per cent Number Per cent
5 1 1.2 3 16.8 3.5
)4 10 10.8 2 10.8 12 10.8
3 16 17.5 3 16.8 19 17.2
2 12 11.9 22.2 16 1)4.5
~ 1 22 23.9 1 5.6 23 20.7
0 32 3)4.7 5 27.8 37 33.3
Tots]. 93 100,0 18 100.0 1].]. 100.0
Mean ]..)4 2.3 1.8
Median 2.5 2.5 2.0
teaching principals • The remaining 7)4 or 66.70 per cent, teach 1 to 5
hours per day.
Number of Princi~pals Qualified to Teach Their Respective Subjects.—
Table 36, page 70, presents the data on the principals of the Negro
secondary schools who are qualified to teach their respective subjects
and the extent to which they met the minimum requirements (12 semester
hours) for teaching in those fields. Of the 16 principals teaching
Health and Physical Education, only 6 or 37.50 per cent met the minimum
requirements. 3 or 60 per cent of those teaching Industrial Arts met
the requirements for that field. 3 or So per cent of the principals
teaching Geography met the requirements; 1 or So per cent 01’ those
TABLE 36
DISTRIBUTION OF THE NU)ABER OF PRINCIPALS OF TUE NEGRO SECONDARY
SCHOOLS IN LOUISIAi~IA QUALIFIED TO TEACH THEIR
RESPECTIVE SUBJECTS, 1953—].95k
- - — - — ~—~-— — —~ --
Number of Number of
Principals Principals Per cent~
Teaching Qualified to
Subjects Teach Subjects
Agriculture 12 12 100
Biology 6 6 100
Chemistry 1 1 100
Civics 10 10 100
Economics 1 1 100
English 9 9 100
General Science 3 3 100
Health and Physical
Education 16 6 37.5
Industrial Arts 5 3 60
History 8 8 100
Geography 6 3 So
Music 2 1 50
Foreign Language 3 3 100
Mathematics 27 19 70.3
Total 109 85 83
*Had more than 12 semester hours college credit in subject.
~er cents were derived by dividing the number qualified by the num
ber teaching a given subject.
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teaching music met the requirements. 19 or 70.30 per cent of those
teaching mathematics met the requirements. Including duplications out
of the 109 principals teaching fourteen subjects listed in Table 36,
85 or 83.0 per cent were qualified to teach their respective subjects.
Number of Teachers Under Each Principals Supervision.— Table 37,
page 72, presents the data on the number of teachers under the super
vision of each of the principals of the Negro secondary schools of
Louisiana. Table 37 reveals that the average male principal has a
median of 13.2 teachers under his supervision. For the 18 women prin-.
cipals, the median number of teachers is 13.0.
Table 37 further reveals that the male principals has a median
number of .2 teachers more than the women principal. Of the combined
total of ill principals, the median number of teachers per principal
is 13.5.
Educational Responsibilities other, than the Principalship.— Table
38, page 73, reveals, of the eleven responsibilities listed other than
the principalship; the male principals indicated that those responsi
bilities ranged from a law of 12 or 12.90 per cent for researches
covering the school to a high of 8k or 90.3 per cent for making addresses
and community meetings respectively.
Number of Principals Having Direct Supervision of Extra-.CurricuJ.ar
Activities.— Table 39, page 7k, revealed that 7]. of the principals of
the Negro secondary schools of Louisiana, had direct supervision of the
extra curricular activities • Table 32 further revealed that, of the
total of 17 activities directly supervised by the principals ranged from
a low of 1 or .6 per cent supervising band, homerooms and glee clubs
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TABLE 37




of Men Women Total
Teachers - Number per cent Number Per cent Number Per cent
50—above 2 2.1 2 1.8 V
35—39 3 3.2 3 2.7
30—3k 3 3.2 3 2.7
25—29 6 6.5 2 11.1 8 7.2
20—2k 15 16.1 2 11.1 17 15.3
15—19 22 23.7 3 16.7 25 22.5
1O—1i~ 25 26.9 6 33.3 31 27.9
5—9 17 18.31 5 27.8 22 19.9
Total 93 100.0 18 100.0 100.0
Mean 17.2 13.3 16.5
Median 13.2 13.0 13.5
respectively, to a high of 3k or 20.80 per cent supervising assemblies
by the men principals. Direct supervision of extra class activities
among the women ranged from a low of 1 or 2.80 per cent supervising
I. W.V C. A., stident council, athletics to a high of 9 or 25.0 per cent
supervising assemblies.
Principals Holding Memberships in Civic and Social Organizations.—
Table ko, page 75, reveals the number of principals holding memberships
in civic and social organizations. Table kO reveals of the total of
10 or 8.3 per cent, with 9 or 9.0 per cent and 1 or k.9 of the male
and female principals respectively, who indicated they held memberships
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TABLE 38
DISTRIBUTION OF THE EDUCATIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES OTHER THAN THE
PRINCIPAlSHIP OF THE PRINCIPALS OF THE NE(~O
SECONDARY SCHOOLS IN LOUISIANA, 1953—195k
Male Female Total
Number Per cent~Nun~ber Per cent Number Per cent
I
Officer Teachers




(Arranging) 3i~ 36.50 22.20 38
Researches
Covering School 12 12.90 3 2.70 15
Conduct Inter—
visitations 18 19.kO 3 2.70 21
Attend Courb
when Pupils get
into Trouble 38 kO.9 2 1.80 LLO
Addresses 8k 90.30 10 55.So 9k
Community Meet




Community) 6k 68.8o 12 66.70 6k
Community Clean
up Campaign 52 55.90 12 66.70 76
Red Cross—Drives
(for Funds) 67 72.00 3 2.70 70
Polio Drives
(For Funds) 18 19.30 10 55.50 28
*
~WiU not equal 100% as most pr~.ncipa1s listed seve~~po~a1biiI
ties.
~Per cent was derived by diving frequency by the number of principals.
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TABLE 39
DISTRIBUTION OF THE XTRA~.CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES SUPERVISED
DIRECTLY BY THE PRINCIPALS OF THE NEC~O SECOND~R!
SCHOOLS IN LOUISIANA, 1953—195k
Classification of Principals
Name of -- - —
























































































Total 159 100.0 36 100.0 195 100.0
*Some principals supervised more than one activity.
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TABLE )~o
DISTRIBUTION OF THE PRINCIPALS OF THE NEGRO SECONDARY SCHOOLS
IN LOUISIANA HOLDING MEMBERSHIPS IN CIVIC AND
SOCIAL ORGANIZATIONS, 1953—195)4
1 Classification of Principals
Organizations —---~-~ - —~~-————-
Number* Per cent Ni~miber Percent Number Per cent
Boy Scouts or
(Un Scouts 9 9. 1 10 8.3
Masonic Lodge 21 21. 21 17.)4
Voters League 19 19. 3 1)4.2 22 18.2
N. A. A. C. P. 36 36. 3 3)4.2 39 32.2




Total 100k 100 21 100.0 121 100.0
— - —— -
*5c~me principals held memberships in more than one organization.
in boy or girl scouts organizations; 21 or l7.)4 per cent of the total,
who were male principals, hold memberships in the Masonic Lodge; 22 or
18.20 per cent of the total, with 19 or 19.0 per cent and 3 or 1)4.2 per
cent cf the male and female principals respectively, held memberships
in the N. A. A. C. P.; 1)4 or 60.7 per cent of the female principals,
held memberships in the P. P. A.; 15 or 15.0 per cent of the male prin
cipals held memberships in the American Legion. It is interesting to
note that, of the U). principals included in this study 100.0 per cent
reported memberships in Civic and social organizations. This is a high
level of memberships in civic and social organizations.
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Professional I~agazines Read Regularly by the Principals.—— Table Li].,
page 77, reveals the data on the professional. magazines read regularly
by the principals of the Negro secondary schools of Louisiana. Of the
total of 89 or 31.0 per cent and 13 or 39.)4 per cent of the male and
female, principals, respectively, read the Louisiana Education Associ
ation’s Journal regularly; of the total of Li5 or 1Li.60 per cent and 9
or 27.60 per cent of the male and female, principals, respectively, read
the N. E. A. Journal.regularly; of 12 or 5.0 per cent and 2 or 6.70 per
cent of male and female, principals respectively, read Clearing House
regularly; of the tots]. 16 or 6.70 per cent and 2 or 6.70 per cent of
male and female principals, read. the School Review regularly; of the
total of 12 or 5.0 per cent and 2 or 6.7 per cent of the male and female
principals, read the American School Board Journal, regularly; of the
total 58 or 2k.20 per cent and Li or 12.10 per cent of the male and
female principals, respectively, read the Boardmmi; of the tote]. .8 or
.30 per cent and 1 or 3.0 per cent of the male and f~uale, principals
respectively, read the Journal of the National Association of Secondary
School Principals.
Types of Community Relations of these Principals.— Table Li2, page
78, presents the data on the types of community relations of the prin
cipals of the Negro secondary schools of Louisiana. Of the 10 types
of community relations carried on by the principals. The, male princi
pals indicated that these activities ranged from a low of 7 or 7.50 per
cent having a school paper to a high of 90 or 96.80 per cent for athletic
events. Of the ten types of community relations, the female principals
indicated that the activities ranged from a low of 2 or 5.6o per cent
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TABLE iii
DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROFESSIONAL MA.G.4~ZINES READ REGULARLY BY
THE PRINCIPALS OF THE NEGRO SECONDARY SCHOOLS
OF LOUISIANA, 1953—195k
Classification of Principals -
Name of Men Women Total
Magazine — Number* Per cent Number Per cent Number Per cenb
School Executive
Nations Schools
I• E. A. Journal 89 31.0 13 39.k 102 3k.0
N. E. A. Journal kS lk.6 9 27.6 5k 19.0
Clearing House 12 So 2 6.7 1k~~ 5.1
School Review 16 6.7 2 6.7 18 6.6
American School
Board Journal 12 5.0 2 6.7 lii. 5.1




Principals 8 .3 1 3.0 9 3.3
Total 2k7 33 273 99.7
*Totals more than number of principals, as some principals read more
than one magazine.
for having a school paper and definite public relations program of public
relations, respectively, to a high of 15 or 83.20 per cent for athletic
events. Of the total of 103 or 92.8 per cent, with 88 or 9k.60 per cent
and 15 or 83.30 per cent, being male and female principals respectively,
had commuxzi.ty, meeting; of the total 9 or 8.0 per cent, with 7 or 7.50




DISTRIBUTION OF THE TYPES OF COIVIMUNITY RELATIONS CARRIED
ON BY ThE PRINCIPALS OF THE NEGRO SECONDARY SCHOOLS
IN LOUISIANA, 1953—195k
Types of Classi±ication of Principals
Community Men Women Total
I~e1ations Per Per Per Per Per Per
Yes cent No cent Yes cent No cent Yes cent No cent
Exhibits 8k 90.3 9 9.7 12 66.6 6 33.k 96 86.5 15 13.5
Public
Programs 87 93. 6 6.5 12 66.6 6 33.I~ 99 89.2 12 10.8
Athletic
Events 90 96.8 3 3.2 15 83.2 3 16.8 105 9k,6 6 5.k
Field Day
Progran~ 72 77.k 21 22.6 13 72.3 5 27.7 85 76.6 26 23.k
Conferences 85 91.k 8 8.6 10 55.6 8 iik.k 95 85.6 16 lk.k
Addresses 8k 90.3 9 9.7 9 50.0 9 50.0 93 83.8 18 16.2
Coimminity
Meetings 88 9k.6 5 5.k 15 83.3 3 16.7 103 92.8 8 7.2
Have laison
with central
office 61 65.6 32 3k.k 1k 77.8 k 22.2 75 67.6 36 32.k
Have a




Program 35 k7.3 58 52.7 2 5.6 3.6 9k.k 37 33.3 7k 66.7
for having a school paper and definite public relations program of public
relations, respectively, to a high of 15 or 83.20 per cent for athletic
events. Of the total of 103 or 92.8 per cent, with 88 or 9k.6O per cent
and 15 or 83.30 per cent, being male and female principals respectively,
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had community, meeting; of the total 9 or 8.0 per cent, with 7 or 7.50
per cent and 2 or 5.60 per cent being male and female principals respec
tively.
Relations with Superintendent and School Board.—— Table )43, page 80,
reveals the types of relations of the principals of the Negro secondary
schools of Louisiana with the superintendent and school board. Table
132 reveals the 2 or 2.2 per cent of the male principals indicated that
to meet the school board at its regular meetings. NOt any female prin—
cipaJ.s indicated that they met with the boards at their regular meetings.
Of the tots], of 111 principals, 93 or 100 per cent .a~id 18 or 100 per cent,
being male and female principals, respectively, who indicated that they
met with the school boards only when requested~. Of the total 88 or 9)4.60
per cent and 2 or 11.10 per cent, being male and female principals, re
spectively, who indicated that they requested meeting with the school
boards. 75 or 80.50 per cent and 15 or 83.30 per cent of the male and
female principals, respectively, indicated that they discuss all business
with the superintendent alone. 18 or 19.50 per cent and 1)4 or 77.7 per
cent of the male and female principals, respectively, indicated that they
discuss problems with board member individually. Table 133 further reveals
that 90 per cent ot the total number of principals discussed all school
business with the superintendent alone.
The Princ~paJ,s Relation with Staff Personnel.-— Table 13)4, page 81,
reveals the principals relations with the staff personnel. Of the 9
items of relationship with the staff, the male principals indicated that
these items ranged 5 or 5.13 per cent each on selecting teachers alone
and aiding in revising the salary schedule, to a high of• 88 or 9)4.60
0
TABLE 1~3
DISTRIBUTION OF THE RELATIONS OF ~ PRINCIPALS OF THE NEC~O
SECONDARY SCHOOLS IN LOUISIANA, WITH SUPERINTENDENT
AND SCHOOL BOARD, l9~3—l95I~
ClassIfication of Principals
. Male Female Total~ Per
Yes Per cent No Per cent Yes Per cent No Per cent Yes Per cent No cent
Do You
Meet with Board at
Regular Meeting? 2 2.2 91 97.8 18 100 2 1.8 109 98.2
Meet with Board only
when Requested? 93 100.0 18 100 ill 100.0
Request Meetings with
Board? 88 9k.6 5 5.k 2 U.]. 16 88.9 90 80.]. 21 19.9
Discuss all Business
with Superintendent
alone? 75 80.5 18 19.5 15. 83.3 3 16.7 90 80.]. 21 19.9
Discuss Problems with
Board Members
Individually? 18 19.5 75 80.5 1k 77.7 i~ 22.3 32 28.9 79 71.1
co
TABI~ ith
DISTRIBUTION OF THE PRINCIPAL’S RELATIONS WITH ST~FF PERSONNEL





Yes Per cent* No Per cent Yes Per cent No - Per cent Yes Per cent No cent
~ DoYou
Advise with Supt. on
Selection of Teachers? 88 9k.6 S 5.k 15 83.3 3 16.7 103 92.8 8 7.2
Select Teachers Alone? 5 5.I~ 88 9k.6 18 100 5 k.5 106 95.5
Make Recommendations
forAssignments, Pro
motions, Dismissals? 81 86.7 12 13.3 15 83.3 3 16.7 96 86.5 15 lk.5
Aid in develop • or :
Revisions of Salary Sch.? 5 5.k 88 9k~.6 3.8 100.0 5 k.5 3.06 95.5
Assign Teachers within J
the School? 52 55,9 bI. kk.1 15 83.3 3 16.7 67 6].~3 k14 38.7
Have right to refuse
services of Teachers? 5 5.k 88 9k.6 2 3.1.1 16 88.9 7 6J.~ 10k 93.6
Confer idth Applications
for Positions? 52 55.9 i~J. !~k.1 17 9k.k 1 5.6 69 62.2 k2 37.8
Rate Teachers? 8 8.6 85 91.k 18 100.0 87.2 7.2 103 92.8
Get Substitutes when
Teachers Absent? 88 9k.6 5 5.k 15 83.3 3 16.7 103 92.8 8 7.2
Other
*Per cent derived by dividing frequencies by number of principals
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per cent each for advising with the superintendent on selection of tea
chers and getting substitutes when teachers are absent. With the female
principals ranging from a low of no per cent for rating teachers to a
high of 17 or 9iL.i~ per cent on conferring with applicants for positions.
It is interesting that 81 or 86.70 per cent of the male principals and
15 or 83.30 per cent of the female principals made recommendations for
assignments, promotions, dismissals.
Relations of Principals with Pupils and Parents.— Table kS, page 83,
presents data on the relations of the principals with pupils and parents.
Of the total 65 or 69.90 per cent and 15 or 83.30 per cent of the male
and female principals, respectively, meet with students in making policies;
of the total 1I~ or 15.0 per cent and 10 or 55.60 per cent of the male and
female principals, respectively, permit students to meet with faculty
committees; of the total 1k or 15.0 per cent and k or 22.20 per cent of
the male and female principals, respectively, permit parents to work
jointly with faculty on school policies; of the total 85 or 92.50 per
cent and 11 or 61.1 per cent of the male and female principals, respec
tively, permitted advisory parent committee to participate in school
policies. It is interesting to note that 85.60 per cent of the principals
permit parents to participate in school policies.
Accountin1 and Budg~tary Duties and Practices.~ Table k6, page 8k,
presents the data on the accounting and budgetary duties and practices of
the principals of the Negro secondary schools of Louisiana. Of the 10
items listed on accounting and budgetary practices, the male principals
responses on these items ranged from a law of 12 or 12.9 per cent on
having an auditor to audit records, to a high of 93 or 100 per cent on
TABLE I~5
DISTRIBUTION OF THE REMTIONS
ABD PABENTS OF TEE NEGRO
LOUISIANA,






-- Yes Per cent* No Percent Yes Percent No Percent Yes Per cent No cent
Do You
Meet with Students in
making Policies? 65 69.9 28 30.1 15 83.3 3 16.7 80 72.1 31 27.9
Permit Students to meet
with Faculty Committeeè? 1k 15.0 79 85.0 10 55.6 8 14i~.k 2k 21.7 87 78.3
Permit Parents to work
Jointly with Faculty on
School Policies? 1k 15.0 79 85.0 k 22.2 1k 77.8 18 16.2 93 83.8
Advisory Parent Corn
mitee ParticIpate in
School Policies? 85 92.5 8 7.5 1]. 61.1 7 38.9 96 85.6 15 kLi.~
~




DISTRIBUTION OF THE ACCOUNTING ~ND BUDC~T.ARY PRACTICES
OF THE PRLNCIPALS OF THE NEGRO SECONDARY SCHOOLS
OF LOUISIANA) 1953—195k
Classification of Principals -
Men Women total
Per*. Per, Per Per Per Per
lea cent No cent Yes cent No cent Yes cent -_No cent
Do You
Have a School
Treasurer? 61 65.6 32 3i~.1~ 10 55.6 8 kk.k 71 6k.o ko 3.0
Keep records,
School Accts.? 85 91.k 8 8.6 15 83.3 3 16.7 100 90.0 U 10.0
Conduct fund
raising Cam
paigns? 65 69.9 28 30.1 10 55.6 8 kk.k 75 67.7 36 32.3
Have an auditor
to audit your
records? 12 12.9 8]. 87.1 3 16.7 15 83.3 15 13.5 96 86.5
Have a sta~dard
budget for spend~
ing of funds? 51 5I~.8 k2 kS.2 10 55.6 8 kk.k 61 Sk.5 So kS.5
Have a budget at
the beginning of
the year for
funds needed? 51 Sk.8 )*2 kS.2 10 55.6 8 1t14.k 61 5k.5 50 L~5.5
Have a plan at
the beginning of
the year for
getting funds? 51 Sk.8 k2 kS.2 10 55.6 8 kk.k 61 Sk.5 So kS.5
Act as central
School Treasurer~ 32 3k.k 61 65.6 8 k.k 10 55.6 ko 36.0 71 6k.o
Make a financial
statement to the
Public? 85 9l.1~. 8 8.6 15 83.3 3 16.7 100 90.0 U 10.0
Make financial
statement to the
Superintendent? 93 100 15 83.3 3 16.7 108 97.3 3 2.7
~Per cents were derived by dividing the number participating by the
number of Princi:p ala 93 men and 18 women.
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making financial statemants to the superintendent. The female in a’
responses ranged from a low of 3 or 16.70 having an auditor to audit
records to a high of 15 or 83.3 per cent each for keaping records of
school accounts, making financial statements to the public, making finan—
cia]. statements to the superintendent. Of the total 61 or 65.60 per
cent, and 10 or 55.6 per cent male and female principals respectively,
have a school treasurer; of the total 65 or 69.9 per cent, and 10 or
55.6o per cent male and female respectively, principals conduct fund
raising campaigns; of the total 51 or Sk.80 per cent and 10 or 55.60 per
cent male and female principals, respectively, have a standard budget for
spending of funds. Table 1t6 further reveals that only 61 or 5k.So per
cent of the total number of principals have a budget at the beginning of
the year for funds needed. This indicates that more planning of budgets,
at the beginning of the school term should be undertaken by more of the
principals.
Conc1usions.~ On the basis of t1~ analysis of the data as made in
Chapter II, the writer believes the following conclusions are justified:
1. Although the o~ hundred and eleven principals of the Negro
secondary schools of Louisiana are improving in their training
status as a group, eighty one or 73.0 per cent of the principals
do not hold the Master’s degree, which is required for the prin
cipalship by the Louisiana State Department of Certification.
2. The evidence would seem to warrant the conclusion that most of
the one hundred and eleven principals of the Negro secondary
schools of Louisiana are being recruited from the upper, lower
and middle class of the population as measured by the usual indices
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of socio—economic ~tatus.•
3. Another ~rthy conclusion is that the majority of the one hundred
aud eleven principals of the Negro secondary schools of the state
of Louisiana preferred and received their training in the state
institution as contrasted to private institutions. A].). of the
principals who hold !~aster’ a degrees earned them from institutions
located out of the state of Louisiana.
4. There is a marked uniformity in the duties ~id activities per
formed by the principals; yet the principals of the larger high
schools had lass teaching duties.
5. The majority of the principals did not have a definite public re
lations p~ogram.
6. The majority of the principals did not have a budget at the be
ginning of the year for funds needed, nor did they have a defi
nite budget for spending of funds.
CHAPTER III
STJ~U~RY AND CONGLUS IONS
Introductory Statement.— The summation of the data on the status of
the iU principals studied, of the Negro secondary schools of the state
of Louisiana falls into the following categories: Data on the socio
economic background of the principals, data on academic and professional
training of the principals; data on experience, tenure and salary of the
principals; data on the administrative and supervisory duties of the prin
cipals; data on the community relations of these principals; the inherent
conclusions, implications and recommendations stemming from the interpre
tation of these data will conclude the thesis presentation.
Purpose of th~_Stad~.— The major purpose of this study was to ex
amine the present status of the principals of the Negro secondary schools
of Louisiana as to socio—economic background, academic training, pro
fessional background and duties preformed by the principals • The purpose
of this study is implied in the following specific tasks:
1. To ascertain selected factors of the economic and social back
ground from which are recruited the principals of the Negro
secondary schools of Louisiana.
2. To determine the extent of the academic training of the principals
of Negro secondary schools of Louisiana.
3. To determine the professional training of the principals of the
Negro secondary schools of Louisiana1
k. To find out the ~n’ofesajon~ status of~ the principals of the
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Negro secondary schools of louisiana.
~. To determine the extent to which the training of the principals
of the Negro secondary schools of Louisiana fits them for the
specific administrative and supervisory duties they are cafled
upon to perform.
6. To determixe the duties of the principals of the Negro secondary
schools of Louisiana.
7. To determine the attitudes of the principals of the Negro second
ary schools towards the crucial problems in the educations]. pro—
gram of the schools.
8. To present significant educations]. implications idth particular
emphasis upon the degree of adequacy of the training of the prin
cipals of the Negro secondary schools of Louisiana to meet the
demands of their jobs.
Locale and E~çperimental Design of Study.— Significant aspects of the
locale and research design for this study are indicated below:
1. This study was conducted from the writer’s home, Bienvifle Parish,
Louisiana during the first and second semesters of the school
year of l9S3vl95k.
2. The Normative-Survey Method of research, employing the techniques
of questionnaire, check lists and interviews was used to gather
the data necessary to this research.
3. The subjects who cooperated in the study were the one hundred and
eleven out of the one hundred and thirty principals of the Negro
secondary schools of the state of Louisiana for the school year
of l9S3—l951~.
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k. The data obtained from the questionnaire on this stu.dy were
tabulated, treated statistically, and interpreted with the
results as reported in chapter II.
The data as collected, a±ialyzed and interpreted were organized under
the following captions:
1. Review of the related literature pertinent to the problem.
2. Data on the location and organization of the Negro secondary
schools of Louisiana.
3. Data on number, sex and ages of the principals of the Negro
secondary schools of Louisiana.
j~. Data on the aocio—economjc background of the principals of the
Negro secondary schools of Louisiana.
5. Data on the academic and professional training of the Principals
of the Negro secondary schools of Louisiana.
6. Data on the experience, salary and tenure of the Negro secondary
school principals of Louisiana.
7. Data on supervisory and administrative procedures of the prin
cipals of the Negro secondary schools of Louisiana.
8. Data on the Public relations and extra—curricular progr~ne of
the schools of the principals of the Negro secondary schools of
Louisiana.
9. Data on the conclusions, implications and recommendations.
The data under these captions will be summarized in the paragraphs to
fo].law.
Summary of Literature...~ The review of the Literature, pertinent to
the administrative personnel of secondary schools would appear to emphasize
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such principals as indicated below:
1. The expected administrators, as secondary school principals, is
essentially based upon the scope and quality of training both
academic and profescional.
2. The professional training of principals should include specific
courses in school administration and supervision of school sub
jects.
3. The socio—economic background of principals or prospective prin—
cipaJ.s is a very- important segment in the overall qualifications
of the principals.
1~. The legal duties of principals vary from state to state and in
many instances are not clearly defined. There is a need for
some system of uniformity of the legal duties of the principal.
5. There is a great need for the principal to have leadership ability.
“The agent who has chief responsibility for direct leadership in
a school is the principal.”
Findings._... The findings which follow were drawn directly from the
interpretation of the data as collected in this study.
The various aspects and factors concerning the principals of the Negro
secondary schools of Louisiana, as presented, analysed and interpreted,
thus far in this thesis, will be summarized at this point.
Parish Location of Schools
Table 1
The state of Louisiana has 67 parish and city school systems. 61
out of the 67 systems cooperated in this study. This was 91.5 per
cent of the total possible participating parishes and their schools.
The Northern parishes reported more than one school, while the sou
thern parishes, except Orleans, and a few others reported only one
school.
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Principals Serving in the Negro Secondary Schools
Table 2
The total number of principals who gave returns in this research
was one hundred and eleven out of the one hur~rod ani thirty Negro
secondary school principals of louisiana. Ninety—three or 83.80 per
cent were men and eighteen or 16.20 per cent were women, to show a
ratio of approximately 6 to 1 in favor of the male principals.
Size of Towns in Which Principals are Employed
Table 3
Data presented in Table 3 revealed 33 or 29.80 per cent were em
ployed in schools on the farm or in “open country,” with 31 or 33.30
per cent and 2 or U.lO per cent being men and women principals, re
spectively; 21L or 21.60 per cent employed in towns of 1,500 to 2,500
population with 21 or 22.60 per cent 3 or 16.7 per cent being men
and women principals, respectively; 311. or 30.60 per cent employed in
cities or towns of 2.600 to 10,000 population with 27 or 29.0 per
cent and 7 or 38.90 per cent being men and women principals, respec
tively; 3 or 2.70 per cent were employed in cities of 10,500 to
15,000 with 2 or 2.20 per cent and 1 or 5.60 per cent being men and
women principals, respectively; 17 or 15.30 per cent were employed
in cities of 15,500 and over with 12 or 12.90 per cent and S or
27.70 per cent being men and women principals, respectively.
Principals with Combined High and Elementary
and those with High Only
Table k
Table ii presents the data on principals of combination elementary
and high schools and principals of separate and self contained high
schools. 96 or 85.60 per cent of the principals supervised combina
tion elementary and high schools. 15 or ].k.1~o per cent of them who
were principals of separate high school units.
Enrollment of Schools
Table S
The total enrollment of the schools ot’ the principals according
to the data presented in Table 5, showed a mean enrollment of pupils
and a median enroliment of pupils for the male principals. It showed
a mean enrollment of_pupils and a median enrollment of pupils
for the female principals, and a total for all pupils showed a mean
ofjupils and a median enrollment of__~pupils.
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Age and Sex of Principals
Table 6
The one hundred and eleven principals ranged in age from 25 to
65 years and over, with a mean age of liiL.5 and a median age of 140.6.
The male principals had a mean age of 142.9 and a median age of 143.9
years, the women principals had a mean age of 142.0 and a median age
of 146.5 years.
Size of Towns ~hei~ Principals were Born
Table 7
The data revealed that 36 or 32.50 per cent were born on farms,
with 32 or 314.140 per cent aid 14 or 22.20 per cent being male and
female principals; respectively; 26 or 23.140 were born in small
towns under 2,000 population with 22 or 23.70 per cent and 14 or 22.20
per cent, being male and female principals, respectively; 18 or 16.20
per cent were born in cities of 2,000 to 13,000 population with 15
or 16.10 per cent and 3 or 16.70 per cent being men and women prin
cipals, respectively; 31 or 27.90 per cent were born in cities over
16,000 and over, with 214 or 25.80 per cent being male and female
principals, respectively. The data revealed that 62 or 55.90 per
cent of the principals of the Negro secondary schools of Louisiana,
were born in the rural areas and the email towns.
Marital Status at’ the Principals
Table 8
Table 8 summarized data which revealed that 12 or 10.80 per cent
of the one—hundred and eleven principals were single, with 14 or 14.30
per cent and 8 or 1414.50 per cent being male and female principals,
respectively; 89 or 80.20 per cent were married, with 83 or 89.20
per cent and 6 or 33.30 per cent being male and. female principals,
respectively; 10 or 9.0 per cent of the principals were widows or
widowers, with 6 or 6.5o per cent and 14 or 22.20 per cent being male
and female principals, respectively.
Children of the Principals
Table 9
Table 9 reveals that the number of children of the principals
ranged from a low of 142 or 37.80 per cent had no children, with 30
or 32.30 per cent and 12 or 66.60 per cent being male and female
principals respectively; to a high of 1 or 1.1 of the male princi
pals had seven or more children. The median number of children for
the male principals was 1.7, and the median number for the female
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principals was 1.3.
Religious Preference of the Principals
Table 10
The data presented in Table 10 revealed that 66 or 50.50 per
cent of the principals were Baptists, with 63 or 67.70 per cent
and 3 or 16.70 per cent being, men and women principals respectively;
26 or 23.50 per cent were Methodists, with 21 or 22.60 per cent and
5 or 27.70 per cent being male and female principals, respectively;
or 12.50 per cent were Roman Catholic, with 5.30 per cent and 9
or 50.0 per cent, being male and female principals, respectively; 3
or 2.70 per cent were Episcopalians, with 2 or 2.20 per cent and 1
or 5.60 per cent, being male and female principals, respectively.
Not any of the principals were Presbyterians. 2 or 2.2 per cent of
the men principals belonged to the Holiness church. Table 10 fur
ther revealed that the Baptist and Methodist were the predominant
church choices.
Religious Preference of Parents of Principals
Table 11
The data presented in Table U revealed that the religious pre
ferences of the parents were predominantly of two denominations, 27
or 22.80 per cent of all the principals’ parents were Methodists;
66 or k5.6o per cent of the parents of the teachers were Baptists.
The next highest religious preference of the parents of the prin
cipals was Roman Catholic Jli. or 12.0 per cent of the parents of the
principals were Roman Catholics.
Education of Parents of Principals
Table 12
The data presented in Table 12 revealed that 1~2 or 37.80 per
cent of the parents of the principals had no education, with 30 or
32.30 per cent and 12 or 66.6o per cent being male aid female prin
cipals, respectively; 25 or 32.50 per cent of the parents of the
principals were high school graduates, with 15 or 16.10 per cent
aM 3 or 16.70 per cent being male and female principals, respec
tively; 56 or 50.50 per cent of the parents of the principals had
some elementary education, with k7 or 50.60 per cent and 9or 50.0
per cent being male and female principals, respectively; 25 or
22.9k per cent of the parents of the principals had 1 or 2 years of
high school education, with 23 or 2~.70 per cent aM 2 or 11.10 per
cent being male and female principals, respectively. 3 or 3.2 per
cent of the parents of the male principals had no education. Not
9k
any of the parents of the female principals reported that they had
no education.
Occupations of Fathers of Principals
Table 13
The data proáented in Table 13 revealed that for both male and
female principals k9 or kli..20 per cent of all teachers had parents
who were farmers or agriculturists with kk or k7.3o per cent and
27.70 per cent being male and female respectively; a low of 1 or 9
per cent of the principals’ fathers were agents and professional
engineers.
Occupation Status of the Mothers
Table 1k
The data presented in Table 1k revealed that for both male and
female principals 83 or 7k.80 per cent of all principals had mothers
who were house wives with 73 or 78.k per cent and 10 or 55.60 per
cent being men and, women respectively; only 2 or 1.8 per cent of
the mothers of the principals were agents. These were mothers of
the female principals.
Annual Income of Fathers of Principals
• Table 15
The data presented in Table 15 revealed that the annual income
of the fathers of the principals ranged from 10 or 9.0 per cent with
an income of $0. to $k99 per year, to S or k.6o per cent with a
salary of $k000 or more per year. The median salary or annual in
come of the fathers of the principals was $1600.
Annual Income of Mothers of the Principals
Table 16
The data presented in Table 16, reveals that the annual income
of the mothers of the principals 7k or 6.60 per cent with a law
salary 01’ $0 to $1~.99 to a high of 8 or 7.20 per cent of the mothers
with annual salary of $2,000 to $3,000. The median annual salary
of the mothers was $699.90.
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Types of Certificates Held by Principals
Table 17
It was found that the following certificates were held by the
principals:
1—A, 28 or 30.10 per cent male; S or 27.70 female
1—B, 53 or 56.90 per cent male; 9 or 50.0 per cent female
1—0, 11 or 11.80 per cent male, 3 or 16.70 per cent female
T-None
3—A, 1 or 1.10 per cent male, 1 or 5.60 per cent female
3—B, None
Colleges and Universities where Bachelors’
Degrees were Earned
Table 18
The data given in Table 18, revealed the 83 or 90.20 per cent
of the principals earned degrees within the state at the following
colleges: Xavier University 1 or 1.10 per cent k or 23.5 per cent
being men and women respectively; and La Negro Norma]. 1 or 1.10
per cent male; Dullard University, 13 or lL~.1 per cent and 2 or
11.70 per cent, being man and women, respectively; Leland College
9 or 9.80 per cent and Lt or 23.50 per cent, being man and woman,
respectively; Southern University l~1~ or k7.50 per cent and k or
23.50 per cent, being men and, women respectively. The remaining
26 or 9.80 per cent of the principals of the Negro secondary
school principals earmed their bachelors’ degrees outside at the
state.
Colleges and Universities where Principals
Received Masters’ Degrees
Table 19
The data given in Table 19 revealed that Columbia University
lead in awarding masters degrees to the principals, S or 20.8 per
cent aM 2 or 35.2 per cent being men, and women respectively;
Atlanta University, S or 20.80 per cent and 1 or 16.70 per cent,
being men and women respectively; University of Nebraska, 3 or 12.
So per cent male; Michigan State 2 or 8.I~O per cent male. Cornell
University, 2 or 8.ko per cent male. 9 other Universities awarded
degrees to the remaining 9 principals who hold masters’ degrees
earned them outside of the state.
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Highest Degrees Held by Principals
Table 20
The data given in Table 20 revealed t~hat of the total of one
hundred and eleven principals studied 30 or 27.0 per cent with 2~
or 25.60 per cent and 6 or 33.30 per cent being n~n and women prin
cipals, respectively; hold master’s degrees, of the total of one
hundred and eleven principals 79 or 71.20 per cent with 68 or 73.10
per cent and U or 61.10 per cent being male and female principals
respectively. It can be said that of th~ combined total of one
hundred and eleven principals, 98.20 per cent hold the Bachelor’s
degree. 30 or 27.0 per cent hold the ~ degree.
Major Subjects Taken by the Principals
Table 21
The data presented in Table 21. revealed that ~ the 12 maj or
subjects taken by the principals, only one principal chose philo
sophy, French, music and Industrial Arts. The highest ranking
choice of a major subject was Education; U or 37.0 per cent of the
total. ill principals, with 31 or 33.I~ per cent and 10 or 55.6 per
cent of the male and female principals, respectively, chose this
subject. The next highest ranking subjedt chosen as a major by the
p,rinoipals was Agriculture, 23 or 20.70 per cent of the principals
chose this subject. The third highest ranking choice of a major
subject was English, 20 or 18 per cent of the total of ill princi
pals, with15 or 16.10 per cent and 5 or 27.60 per cent of the
male and female principals chose this subject.
Minor 5ubjects of the Principals
Table 22
The data presented in Table 22 revealed the minor subjects
taken by the principals of the Negro secondary schools of Louisiana.
Of the eighteen subjects selected as mino~rs by the principals, only
one principal chose each, Latin, music, physics, manual arts, and
industrial arts. The highest ranking choice of a minor subject was
English; 35 or 31.50 per cent of the total number of principals,
with 2~ or 25.80 per cent and U or 61.0 per cent of the male and
female principals, respectively, chose En~glish as a minor subject.
Mathematics ranked second as a choice of a minor subject, with 17
or 18.30 per cent of the men principals who indicated mathematics
as their minor subject in college.
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Graduate Credits in General Education
Table 23
The data presented in Ta1~Le 23, revealed that 28 or 30.10 per
cent and I~ or 22.20 per cent of the principals have earned two to
six hours graduate credits in ger~ral education; 16 or 17.50 per
cent and 3 or 16.70 per cent of the principals being men and women,
respectively, earned 7 to 12 semester hours credit in general edu
cation. 9 or 9.60 per cent, being men and women principals respec
tively, had earned 13 to 18 hours graduate credit in general edu
cation; 13 or ]1~.0 per cent and )~ or 22.20 per cent, being men and
women, respectively, had earned 19 and over semester hours credit
in genera]. education. In summarizing Table 23, we find that a
tots]. of 79 principals had earned 2 to 19 hours of graduate credit
in general education.
Graduate Credits in School Administration
Table 2)4
The data given in Table 21i. revealed that 20 or 21.50 per cent
and S or 27.70 per cent being men and women principals, respective
ly, had earned 2 to 6 hours of graduate credit in school administra
tion; 18 or 19.30 per cent and 5 or 27.70 per cent, being men and
women principals, respectively, had earned 7 to 12 hours credit in
school administration; 7 or 7.60 per cent and 1 or 5.60 per cent,
being men and women principals, respectively, had earned 13 to 18
hours credit in school ~ministration on the graduate level; 21 or
22.60 per cent and 2or fl.10 per cent, being men and women prin
cipals, respectively, had earned 19 and over semester graduate
credits in school administration; 27 or 29.0 per cent and 5 or 27.
70 per cent, being men and women principals, respectively, had no
graduate credits in school administration.
Graduate Credits in Supervision of
Elementary School Subjects
Table 25
Suxmnarizing Table 25, we find that out of the total of lU prin
cipals of the Negro secondary schools cf Louisiana, 66 or. S9.50 per’
cent had from 2 to 19 hours of graduate credit in the supervision of
•the elementary school subjects on the graduate level; 37 or 33.30
per cent of the total number of principals, with 27 or 29.20 per
cent and 10 or S5.6o per cent, being men women principals, respec
tively, reported no graduate credit in the supervision of tbe ele
mentary school subjects.
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Principals Having Training in Extra—
Curricular Activities
Table 26
The data presented in Table 26 revealed that some of the prin—
oipa].s had training in more than one extra-curricular activity.
Those with training in extra—curricular activities ranged from a
la~ of 7 principals in Y. W. C. A. or Hi—Y, to a high of 60 prin
cipals having had training in conducting school assemblies. 10
or 9.0 per cent of the total of the one hundred and eleven prin
cipals reported that they had not had any training in extra-cur
ricular activities.
How Principals Entered the Principalship
Table 27
The data presented in Table 27 indicated that of the one hun
dred and eleven principals,’ 17 or 15.30 per cent, with 13 or 1L~~.0
per cent and ~ or 22.20 per cent, being men and women principals,
respectively, were first recommended for the principalship by the
supervisor, of schools; 9 or 8.20 per cent with 8 or 8.60 per cent
and 1 or 5.60 per cent of the men and women principals, respec
tively, were recommended by the principals where they taught; LL3
or 38.60 per cent of the total of one hundred and eleven princi
pals, with 37 or 39.70 per cent and 6 or 33.30 per cent of the
men and women principals, respectively, were first recommended by
the superintendent of schools; 18 or 16.20 per cent, with 13 or
].k.0 per cent of and 5 or 27.80 per cent of the male and female
principals, respectively, were first recommended by a school•
board member; 9 or 8.10 per cent of the total number of principals,
with 7 or 7.50 per cent and 2 or 10.80 per cent of the male and
female principals, respectively, were recommended by a citizens
group; 10 or 9.0 per cent, with 10 or 10.80 per cent of the male
principals were recommended by a State Department Official, S
or 5.ko per cent of the male principals, and 0 per cent of the
female principals were first recommended by a coilege head~ or tea
cher. Table 27, further revealed that the largest number of the
principals were recommended by the superintendent of schools.
Time of Training for the Principalship
Table 28
The data in Table 28 revealed that 28 or 15.20 per cent of the
total of one hundred and eleven principals of the Negro secondary
schools of Louisiana, with 25 or 26,90 per cent and 3 or 16.6o per
cent of the male and female principals, respectively, who indicated
that they received training for the principalship before entering
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the principalship; 83 or 81~.8O per cent of the total of one hun
dred and eleven principals, with 68 or 73.10 per cent and 15 or
83.1~0 per cent of the male and female principals respectively, who
indicated that they received training for the principalship after
entering the principalship.
Combined Teaching and Administrative Experience
Table 29
The data presented in Table 29 indicated that the median total
experience of the male principals is 18.30 years; the median total
experience of the female principals is 2G.bO years. This indicates
that the female principals have a median total experience of 2.].
years in excess of the men. Table29 further reveals that the
female principals of the Negro secondary schools of Louisiana have
more total experience than the male principals.
Types of Experiences Previous to Occupying
the Principalship
Table 30
The data presented in Table 30, revealed that 61 or 3i~..7O per
cent of the total number of principals with 5k or 3k.kO per cent
and 7 or 31.60 per cent of the male and female principals, respec
tively, were elementary principals before occupying the principal
ship; 62 or 35.20 per cent, with 5L~. or 3k.O per cent and 8 or k2.
30 per cent of the male and female principals, respectively, were
high school teachers before becoming principals; 7 or 3.90 per
cent with 5 or 3.20 and 2 or 10.150 per cent, of the male and
female principals, respectively were elementary principals before
occupying the principalship; 29 or 16.50 per cent, with 28 or 17.
80 per cent of the male and female principals, respectively, were
high school principals before taking their present position as a
high school principal; 1]. or 6.30 per cent and 1 or 5.30 per cent
of the male and female principals, respectively, were assistant
principals before occupying the principalship; 6 or 3.kO per cent
of the principals were college teachers before becoming principals.
Tenure of Principals in Present Position
Table 31
The data presented in Table 31, revealed that the principals
of the Negro secondary schools of Louisiana, have a mean tenure of
9.80 years for the male principals and a mean tenure of 7.1 years
for the female principals, and a mean tenure of 10.3 for the whole
group of the one hundred and eleven secondary school principals.
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Salaries of the Principals
Table 32
Table 32 presented the data on the salaries of the principals
of the Negro secondary schools of Louisiana. To summarize the data
on the principala salaries, the mean salary for the male princi
pals is $LI,1L25.80 and the mean salary for the female principals is
~3, 200. For both the men and women principals, the mean salary is
$k,317.l0. The median salary for both male and female principals
is $k,109.kO.
Sub3ects Taught by the Principals
Table 33
Table 33 revealed that 71~. teaching principals taught on an
average of 1.k subjects per day. The men have an average of 1.5
subjects each whereas the women have 1.3 subjects each per day.
The subjects taught most frequently by the men principals are
mathematics, health and physical education, and agriculture, re
spectively. The subjects most frequently taught by the women
principals are English, health and physical education, mathe
matics, industrial arts, and history respectively.
Number of Subjects taught per day
by the Principals
Table 31~.
The data presented in Table 3k revealed that of the total nun..
ber of principals 7 or 6.l~,o per cent, with 3 or 3.30 per cent and
L). or 22.20 per cent of the men and women prinóipals, respectively,
who indicated that they taught four subjects per day; of the 10 or
9.0-per cent, with 5 or S.ko per cent of the men and 5 or 27.80
per cent of the women principals, respectively, taught three Subjects
per day; of the total 17 or 15.30 per cent, with 1k or 16.20 per
cent and 3 or 16.70 per cent of the men and women principals, respec
tively, who indicated that they taught two subjects per day; of the
total of ko or 36.0 per cent, with 39 or I~J..30 per cent and 1 or
5.60 per cent of tie men and women principals, respectively, who
i~icated that they taught one subject per day; of the total of 37
or 33.30 per cent, with 32 or 3k.80 per cent ~ the men and women








other than the principalship; the male principals indicated that
these responsibilities ranged from a low of 12 or 12.90 per cent
for researches covering the school to a high of 8Li. or 90.30 per
cent making addresses aai community meetings, respectively. The
female teachers, in these responsibilities other than the prin
cipalship indicated a low of 2 or 1.8 per cent for attending
court when pupils get into trouble to a high of 13 or 72.20 per
cent for community meetings.
Number of Principals Having Direct Supervision
of Extra—Curricular Activities
Table 39
The data in Table 39 revealed that 71 of the principals of the
Negro secondary schools of Louisiana had direct supervision of
extra—curricular activities. Table 39 further revealed that of the
total of the 17 activities directly supervised by the principals
ranged from a law of 1 or .6 per cent of the principals supervising
band, home rooms, and glee clubs respectively, to a high of 31.~. or
20.80 per cent supervising assemblies by the men principals. Di
rect supervision of extra—curricular activities by the women ranged
from a low of 1 or 2.80 per cent supervising Y. W. C. A., student
council, athletics respectively, to a high of 9 or 25.0 per cent
supervising assemblies.
Princ:ipaj.s Holding Memberships in Civic
and Social Organizations
Table 1.~o
Table ).i.0 revealed that of the total of 10 or 8.30 per cent, with.
9 or 9.0 per cent and. 1 or I~.9 per cent being male and female prin—
cipaJ.s, respectively, who indicated they held memberships in Boy or
Girl Scouts organizations; 21 or l7.k per cent of the total number
of one hundred and eleven principals, who were male principals,
held memberships in the Masonic Lodge; 22 or 18 per cent of the
total number of principals, with 19 or 19.0 per cent and 3 or ILL.2
per cent of the male and female principals, respectively, held
memberships in the N. A. A. C. P.; ]lj. or 60.70 of the female prin
cipals held memberships in the P. T. A.; 15 or 15 per cent of the
male principals held memberships in the American Legion.
Professional Magazines Read by
the Principals
Table L~J.
The data presented in Table L11 reveals that of the total of 89
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or 31.0 per cent of the male and female principals, respectively,
read the Louisiana Education Journal regularly; of the total, of
kS or ]li~.60 per cent and 9 or 27.60 per cent of the male and
female principals, respectively, read the N. •E. A. Journal
regular1~; of 12 or 5.0 per cent and 2 or 6.70 per cent of the
male and female principals, reapectively, read Clearing House
regularly; of the total of 16 or 6.70 and 2 or 6.70 per cent of
the male ami female principals, respectively, read the School
Review regularly; of 12 or 5.0 per cent and 2 or 6.70 per cent
of the male aM female principals, respectively, read the ~merican
School Journal, re~iilar1y; of the total of 58 or 2b.20 per cent
and IL or 12.10 per cent of the male and female principals, respec
tively, read the Boardinan; of the total of 8 or .3 per cent and 1
or 3.0 per cent of the male and fanale principals, respectively,
read the builetin of the National Association of Secondary School
Principals.
Types of Connnuriity Relations of These
Principals
Table 1L2
The data presented in Table k2 revealed that of the 10 types of
community relations listed, the male principals indicated that these
activities ranged from a low of 7 or 7.50 per cent having a school
paper to a high of 90 or 96.80 per cent for athletic events; of the
10 types of community relations, the f~na1e principals indicated
that these activities ranged from a low of 2 or 5.60 per cent for
having a school paper and definite public relations program to a
high of 15 or 83.20 per cent for athletic events.
Relations With SuperinteMent and School Board
Table )~3
The data presented in Table L~3 revealed that 2 or 2.20 per cent
of the male principals indicated that they meet with the board at
its regular meeting. Not any of the female principals indicated
that they met the school board at their regular meetings. Of the
total of the one hundred and eleven principals, 93 or 100 per cent
and 18 or 100.0 per cent of the male and. female principals, respec
tively, indicated that they met with the school boards only when
requested; of the total 88 or 9k.60 per cent and 2 or il.10 per
cent, being male and female principals, respectively, who indicated
that they requested meetings with the school boards; 75 or 80.50
per cent and 15 or 83.30 per óent of the male and female principals,
respectively, indicated that they discuss business with the super
intendent alone; 18 or 19.50 per cent and lIL or 77.70 per cent of
the male and female principals respectively, indicated that they
discuss problems with the board members individually. Table k3
lOlt
further revealed that 90 per cent of all the principals, both male
and female, discussed all school business with the superintendent
alone.
The Principals’ Relations With Staff Personnel V
Table Wi.
The data presented in Table Liii. revealed that of the 9 items
listed, the male principals indicated that these items ranged from
a laiv of 5 or 5.ii.O per cent each on selecting teachers alone and
aiding in revising the salary schedule, to a high of 88 or 9Li..60
per cent for advising with the superintendent on the selection of
teachers and getting substitutes when teachars are absent. The
female principals ranged from a low of 0 per cent for rating tea
chers to a high of 17 or 9)i..Li. per cent on conferring with appli
cants for positions.
Relations of Principals with Pupils and Parents
Table 1i5
The data presented in Table 1i5 reveals that of the total of
the one hundred eleven principals of the Negro secondary schools
of Louisiana, 65 or 69.90 per cent and 15 or 83.30 per cent of
the male and female principals, respectively, meet with the stu
dents in making policies; of the tots]. ]J1. or 15.0 per cent and
10 or 55.6o per cent of the male and female principals, respec
tively, permit students to meet with faculty committees; of the
total lii. or 15.0 per cent and i~ or 22.20 per cent of the male
and female principals, respectively, permit parents to work
jointly with the faculty on school policies; of the total 85 or
92.50 per cent and U or 61.10 per cent of the male aid female
principals, respectively, permitted advisory parent committees
to participate in school policies.
Accounting and Budgetary Practices V
of the Principals
Table Li.6
Table L16 presented the data on accounting ani budgetary prac
tices of the principals of the Negro secondary schools of Louisiana.
Of the 10 items listed on accounting and budgetary practices, the
male principals’ responses on the items ranged from a low of 12 or
12.90 per cent on having an auditor to audit school records, to a
high of 93 or 100.0 per cent on making financial statements to the
superintendent. The female principals’ responses ranged from a
low of 3 or 16.70 per cent having an auditor to audit their records
l0~
to a high of 15 or 83.30 per cent for keeping records of school
accounts.
Conclusions..— On the basis of the analysis of the data as made in
Chapter II, the writer believes the conclusions to follow are justified.
1. Although the o~ hundred and eleven principals of the Negro
secondary schools of Louisiana are improving in their training
status as a group, eighty—one or 73.0 per cent of tie total
number of the one hundred and eleven principals do not hold
the Ma’ s degree, which is required for the principalship by
the Louisiana State Department of Education.
2. The evidence would seem to warrant the conclusion that most of
the one hundred and eleven principals of the Negro secondary
schools of Louisiana are being recruited from the upper, lower
and middle class of the population as measured by the usual in
dices of socio—ecc>nomic status.
3. Another noteworthy conc].usiøn is that the maj ority of the one
hundred aixi eleven principals of the Negro secondary schools of
the state of Louisiana preferred and received their training in
the state institutions as contrasted to private institutions.
All of the principals who hold Master’s degrees earned them
from institutions loéated out of the state of Louisiana.
L~. There is a marked uniformity in the duties and activities per
formed by the. principals; although the principals of the largest
high schools have less teaching duties or none at all.
5 The maj ority of the principals did not have a definite public
relations program.
6. The majority of the principals did not have a budget at the
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beginning of the term for funds needed; nor did they have a
budget for the spending of funds.
~licatioma.— The analysis of the data presented in this study
have clearly brought out some significant implications in regards to
the principals of the Negro secondary schools of Louisiana.
First, it is apparent that the one hundred and eleven principals
of the Negro secondary schools of Louisiana are improving themselves,
in terms of academic and professional training.
Second, the evidence points toward the need of: the principals being
prepared to supervise the el~nentary school subjects because a majority
of the principals supervised combined elementary and high schools.
Third, the fact that for the most part, principals of the high
schools were taken from a desirable socio—economic level; that should
be some assurance that the pupils are being exposed to wholesome,
moral and spiritual influence during the crucial period of their
character and citizenship development.
Fourth, evidence points to the need of the principals being better
prepared in accounting and. budgetary practices.
Recommendations.— The chief recommendations that will be made here
are to be derived from the interpretation of the data of this research
are characterized below.
1. That the principals of the Negro secondary schools of Louisiana
tale more graduate training in séhool administration and super
vision of the elementary subjects.
2. That the school boards relieve the principals of enormous teach
ing—leads which the maj ority of the principals have no~r. This
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can be done by securing sufficient teacher—personnel as well
as efficient personnel in tex~ns of standard teacher—pupil
ratios.
3. Further, it is reconmiended that the principals have mon time
for careful and constant supervision of instruction.
I.~. That more of the principals regularly read professional maga
zines in their field.
5. It is recommended that the principals have training, in more
types of extra-curricular activities other than assemblies
and athletics.
6. That more of the. prina~pals have definite public relations
programs.
7. It is recommended that the principals take special courses in
budgetary and accounting practices.
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A STUDY OF THE STATUS OF PRINCIPALS IN THE NEGRO SECONDARY





FOR ALL OF THE PRINCIPALS ~PLOYED IN NEGRO HIGH SCHOOLS IN
TI~ STATE OF LOUISIANA FOR THE YEARS ].953—1954
Na~zio _________
Neme of Scho~i Locat~ön____________________
?e~nianent Address_____________ _________________________________
Street City State
Date of Birth PJ.~ce of Birth I
Month Day Year City State
This quostionna~re has been con~tructed ~o as to make your task in
answering the items thereon as easy as possible. Most of the items call for
only a single check—mark0 Each item has been so devised as to demand the
minimum of judgement and writing. This has resulted in somewhat of a bulky
questionnaire, but you will find this qucstionnaire unusually convenient.
Please be as accurate and conscientious as possible in all of your answers,
Directioz~s~ If any- item is not quite clear to you, please furnish the
information in~aocorda~ice with your interpretation rather than omit it,
Remarks on any- of the items will be greatly appreciated,
1i~hen the questionnaire has boon properly executed, please return it in
the self—adcjressed and stamped envelope, herewith enclosed, to J, E. Williams,
Coleman High School, Gibaland, Loi4siana. Tha~nks very much,
l~ ‘What type of high school are you 2. ‘What ~s your sex?
the principal of?
a. Male____
a. Separate high school___________ b. Female -
b0 Combination el~nta..ry
and high school ~
2
3. Indicate with a cross (x) your 7~ If you have no religious preference,




•...........,b~ Single S. If you are a member of th& soot
.............c. Separated indicated in item 6 above, put
.............d. Widow or Widower a cross Cx) in the blank below:
....,e. Divorced
.....,. ...,...ohurch member
4. If marri~ how many children do
you have? 9. In the list below, in~ioate with a
(Check here) cross Cx) your father’s occupation
while living. In caso moro than one
•...........,.a. None occupation has been hold, check only
•............b One the one which was followed for the
............,.o, Two greatest number of years. (Be sure
•.............d. Thre~e to chock but one item).
~ Four
............f. Five ormor..~ (a)..........farmer, agrioultur~st
5. Indicate with a cross (x) your (b)o.........agent~ office worker,
early environment; where you~ salesman
spent the most of your life until
the age of 21 years.~ (o)......,...bankor, financial agent
Be sure to check only~öno item.
(d)..........contractor, building
.........a, farm trade, carpenter, brick—
........b. small town (under layer, plumber
2000 population)
•.....,,~c, city (2003 to 15,000 (e).........go’verrmicnt and public
population) service
.........d. ci~r (16,000 and over)
(f)..........merc~nt, dealer,6. Indicate with a cross Cx) your proprietor
religious preference:
(Check here) (g).....i....Profossjon~ doctor, law
yer, dentist, teacher,........,a. Roman Catholic preacher
•.....,..b. Methodist




.........g. Episcopalian (J)..........trades other than build—






10, Indicate with a cross (x) the amount
be1~w which best represent the
amount your father earns per year.







11. Indicate with a cross (x) your mother’s
occupation (living or deceased):
(Check here)
(a). . . •1*a as.. a ,housewife
(b). a a. ~a a. eo..a Dsoamstross
(c ). . , .. .. . . . . a .nurso
(d).. a ,.. . . . .boautician
(e ). a. a. •..~ ~ae . .teachor
(f)a........,....domestic help
(g)..a...,.....a,laundross
(h)... a a a.. a a. a .typist
(j)....i.,.. .....insuranoo agent
(J)..........,...musjcian
(k)...... .... . . . .any other occupation
12. Indicate with a cross (x) the amount
below which best represents the






13. Indicate with a cross (x) the







14. Indicate with a cress (x) the






(e). .. . . . .Lutheran
(f).......Baptist
(g). a. ae• .Episcopalian
(h).,.....Othors
15. Check the type of Louisiana






16. Applies to all those who havo earned a
Bacholorts dogroo in an institution
located in Louisiana. In tho list bolow,
indicate with a cross (x) the institution






List any other institution in the
state where you earned your ~acho1or’s
degree, in the blank below
Name of institution...................
17. Applies only to those who havo c~.rned a
Bachelor’s degree outside of th~ state
of Louisiana. In the list bel~r, indicate
with a cross (x) the instit~aticn from which
y~ou carnod tho degree. If the institution
from which you graduated is not the one from
which you earned most of your undergraduate
credit, indicate with a zero (0) the insti
tution in which you did most 3f your under
graduate work, In the latter case, both an
(x) and a (o) should appear in this list,
(a)......e........Prairio Vioti State College
(b)......... .....Wilay College
(c).... . . . . . .... .Tuskegoo
(a).. .... . .......Bishop CGllege
..,, . .., . . .Alc cm
(f)..............Fisk
(g).. ... •1 ~ •~•• .Tonnes~~e State
(h)........ ......Arkans~ir State
18, List any other institution in blank
below:
19. In the lj~t below indicate with
a cross (z) the item which best
describes t~io highost level of
yovr present education. Start
at the beginning and road
through the list until you find
the itom which host fits your
one item.
(a)......~raduato oi’ one year
(36 ~iooks) normal or
teach~rs’ college
without diploma
(b)......graduato of one year
(36 weeks) normal or
teachers’ college
with dipicma.
(c)......36 wooks (~no academic
year) of collogo or
university training
(a)......54 wooks (l~ academic


























(m).......~126 weeks (3~ academic years) 21, Applies to holders of the
of normal or toacherst Bacholor*s degree who have had
college training graduate work, Indicate with a
cross (x) the item below which
(n).....,..graduate of four~year normal bost represents the total number
course with certificate but of undergraduate hours credit
without degree in Education you have earned to
date. (For your convenience
(o).......~graduato of four~yoar normal quarter hours have been changed
course with degree to their equivalent semester
hours value).
20. Applies to holders of the Bachelor’s
degree who have done graduate work. ~a),....,no graduate credit
Indicate with a cross (x) the insti
tution in which you have earned mo~ of (b).....,2 to 6 semester hours
your graduate credit~ (3 to 9 quarter hours)
(o)......7 to 12 semester hoursNote: Check only one institution (10 to 18 quarter hours
(a)........Atlanta University
(d)......l3 to 18 semester hours
(19 to 27 quarter hours)(b)........Columbia University
(e)..,,,.l9 to 24 semester hours
(o)........Univorsity of Michigan (28 to 36 quarter hours)
(f)..,...26 to 30 semester hours(d)..,......Tuskcgoo Institute (37 to 45 quarter hours)
(o)........Hmnpton Instituto (g)... ...3l to 36 semester hours
(46 to 54 quarter hour~
(f)........Howard Univorsity
22. Ploaso chock the number of
(g)........Cornell University graduate credit in school
administration.
(h)........Ohio State University 1. (a)....,no graduate credit in
school administration
(i)........New York University
(b).....2 to 6 semester hours
(j)........Florida A. and M. Co11o~o (2 to 9 quarter hours)
(k)........Fisk University (o).....7to 12 semester hours
(10 to 18 quarter hours)
(1).......ipWilbcrforco University (d).....13 to 18 semesters (19
to 27 quarter hours)
(m)........Univorsity of Chicago (o).....19 and ovor semester
(n)........University of Iowa hours (28 and over
quarter hours)
(o).i.......Any other institution not
23. Please chocic the number ~named above
credit in supervision of
Namo of Institution,.,.,......,...,.. elementary school subjects.
• . State...... . .... (a).. .. .no graduato credit in
elementary school su1~ec~
(b)..,..2 to 6 semester hours
(2 to 9 quarter hours)
6
(c).,...7 to 12 semester hours (10 to
18 quarter hours)
(d).....13 to 18 semester hours (19 to,
27 quarter hours)
(e).,...19 and ovor semester hours (28
and over quarter hours)
24. Ploase chock the number of graduate
credit in supervision of secondary
school subjects.
(a)......1lo graduate credit in secondary
supervision
(b)......2 to 6 semester hours (2 to 9
quarter hours)
(o).,...7 to 12 semester hours (10 to
18 quarter hours)
(d).,...,13 to 18 somostor hours (19 to
27 quarter hours)
(o)....,19 and over semester hours
(28 and over quarter hours)
25. Please check the number of graduate
credit in general courses in education,
(a)......no graduate credit in gonoral
educ atian
(b)....,.2 to 6 semostor hours (2 to 9
quarter hours)
(o)..,...7 to 12 semester hours (10 to
18 quarter hours)
(d)......13 to 18 semester hours (19 to
27 quarter hours)
(e)......19 and over semester hours (28
and over quarter hours)
26. Indicate with a cross (x) the item below
which best represents the total number
of years experience you have had in school
work, ina]~ this present school-year











(k).......oloven years to fifteen
years
(1).......sixteon to twenty years
(m).......twenty years and over
27. Indicate with a cross (x) the item
below which bost represents the
number of years you have spent in
your present position including
the present school year (1953-54)
e.g., if you indicate 5 years in
the some position within the same
system in which you are how ompl~r—
ed, Be sure to include this








(g).... . ...soven years
(h)......,.eight years
(~)...... . . nine years
(j)........ten years
(k)........elc’~cn to fifteen years
(1)...... ... sixteen years and over
28. Please place a cross (x) before
the item below which best
describes the total enrollment
(including olomontary and high
school) of the school of which
you are now principal.
(a)....a,....1 to24
(b)..........25 to 49













29. Give your salary in your present
position. (Be sure to give your salary







30, Indloato with a cross (x) the number
of dependence you have.




(o). . a . s~.• . • . five
(t). . . . . . . . .. . s~x
(g)...........sevonor more
31, In tho list below, placo a cross (x)
before the extra—curricular activities
over which you havo direct supervision
at present.
(a).......Asscmblios(not study hail duties)
(b)..., ,..JLth1otjc~





(i).... . . . Pramatics
(j).......Girl Reserves







32. If you have had training or parti
cipation in the activities which
you have indicated in (31), place
a. cross (x) boforo the same activi
ties in which you have had train—
ing; and place a zero (o) boforo
the same activity in which you havo
had participation in the list
below. If you have had both train
ing and participation in the samo
activity, then both a cross (x) and
a zero (0) should appear in the
same blank or blanks,
Note: Your chock marks made hero
are to ho made only with
roforonco to items chocked
in quostion(31)abovo,
(a).....Assernbljes (not otudy halls)
(b).....M±lotics
(c). . .. .Bar~1~ing
(d).....Boy or Girl Scouts
(e).....C].ass advisor




(i).. • • a .Doclamatory
Ci)..... . .Dramatics
(k)......Girl Rcsor’vos
(l)..a....G].eo clubs, boys or girls
(m).......Homo Ro~










33. In the list below do the following
things:
a. Indicate with a. cross (x) your
major subjects in your under—
graduato training.
b. Indicate with a zero to) your
iniiior subjoct in your under
graduate training.
Ncto: By major is mea*it the subject
of greatest importanoo on basis of
credits earned. By r~.nor is meant
the subject of next importance on
the basis of credits earned.
(a)....... . .Agriculturo
(b). a~ . ..~ ..Astronomy
(c)... ., a ,~ .Bacteriolog~r
Cd)... .... ..Biology








(m). ai a. ..English
( n) a a. a .Froncl’i
(o). .. . .. . German
(p)... ....History
(çj).. a... .Homo Economics
Cr). a a ~. . I~rgicne
(s).......lndustrjal Science




















34~ Indicate the number of years of
oxporier~o you have had in the
foil owing ~
aa Elementary School Principal
And
]. 2 3 4 56 7 8 9 lOllover
~() O() o () ()O()
b. Elementary School Toachor
And
1 2 3 4 5.6 7 8 9)D].lover
TTTTC) () () () C) () () () ( )
c, High School Prl.ncipal
And
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 over
~) () U () () () () () () U
d. High School Teacher
And
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 2D,llovor
C) 000() () (YO () O(. )
35. List the civic and social organi-.
zations in which you hold memberships.
a.. . ~. . • . .. . . . , .• •. • .. ..
b a . . . . . ... . . . . . • • • •,
d. . . . • . . . . . • . . . . S • • • • • • • • • • ~
36~ Indicate with a cross (x) the pro~
fossional magazines you read:
Rogul any
•...••





c. L,E.A. Journal .....
d. N.E.A. Journal ...,.
o. Clearing House
f. School Review •...,
g. Amerioan School
Board Journal ~
37. Indicate with a cross Cx) the
exercise of your franchise.
a. Are you a registered voter?
Yes...... No......








DUTIES OF TI~ PRINCIPAL
Dutios of Activities
A. Suporvisi~n: Do you
1. Help each toacher with her problems?
2. Interview, study end adjust
indivi~ua1 pupils?
3. Lead general discussions at
teachers meetings?
4. Provide teachers with extensive
instruetional materials?
5. Work with groups of teachers on
problems of their own choosing?
6. Ask in±.vidual teachers to make
reports at teachers meetings?
7. Appoint conimittoos of teachers to
report at teachers meetings?
8. Give tests to classes?
9. Give or arrange for demonstratien
classes?
10. Assist with central office
rosearehos covering the school?
11. Conduct, on your own, research
studies for instruction and
loarni~g?
12. Ask suecrvisors to examino end give
reports on classes?
13, Teach er coach groups of pupils?
14. Give lectures on instructional
problarns at teachers meetings?
15. Publisa supervisory bulletin
periodically for toachors?
16. Have workshops or in—service
trainiag for teachers?
17. Conduct intervjsjtations with
other schools or groups?
18. Other
-~ ---~ ---
B. Administra.-tion: Instrud~ion Do y&i~
1, Direct counseling 5or~~os?
2. Keep records on toachi~g offioncy?
3. Keep scholastic records and reports?
4. Contact parents on instructional
probloms?
Indicate by















klm,- Cont’d Do you-
5. Keep orders and records on in
structional supplies and equip
ment?
6. See to it that each teacher and
pupil have suitable room assign
ments and pleasant physical
surroundings?
7. Chock teachers lessons plans?
8. Other
Staff Personnel: Do you—
1E~ Advise with superintendent (or
board) on selection of teachers?
2. Select teachers alcne?
3. Mako rocpmmondations for as sign—
monts, promotions and dismissals?
4. Aid in development or revisions
of salary schedule?
5. Assign teachers within school?
6. Have right to refuse services of
toachors or other ~ersonncj
selected by board or supt.?
7, Confer with applicants for
positions?
8~ Rate teachers?




Offico: Doyou- - ___
1. Have full-time clerks?
2. Have part—tjmo clerks?
3. Have student help?
4. Delegate routine duties
5. Have an offico?
6. Other
Fii~a~e: Do you—
1. Have a school treasurer?
2. Keep records of school accounts?
3. Conduct fund raising campaigns?
—t— —
!.1 -
— - —~—-—-———~----—-- —
—---
—~-—---—--——-
Indicate by Inaicato Indicate
X if duty ~ by X if whether
is actually this is do—j you think
Duties or Activ~.tios performed logatod to I you should











— —.———.——— — ._—_——‘1
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Adm. —_Cont’d Do you—
4. Have an auditor to audit your
records?
5. Have a standard budget for the
regular sponding of funds?
6. Have a budget at the beginning of
the year for funds needed through
out the year?
7. Havo a plan at the beginning of the






10. Make a financial statement to the




1. Rosp~nsib1e for requisitioning
suppli~s?
2. Hold rospozisible fr supplies?
~. Held accountable for textbooks?
4. Equippod with school store as a
part of your school plant?
5. Hold responsible for preparing
annual inventories?
6. Responsible for general oversight
and care of all school properties?
7. Other
School Plant: Do you
T~M~occntjnuous inspections for
safety and maintenance of school
plant?
2. Super-vise alterations and repairs?



















No Yes No Yes No
central school treasurer?
financial statement to tho







— —4. ——— 4 —
—~—-—--—-- ,. — ———




Adm. - Corrt’d Do you-
4. Supervise clean-up campaigns?
5. Participate in clean-up campaigns?
6. Aid in the development of build
ing plans?
7. Others
Pupil Per~imol: Do you—
1. Hai.~~esponsibi1ity fo~ their
safety to and from school?
2, Have responsibility for their
safety on the playground?
3, Keep records of at~ondance and
behavior?
4. Keep records of marks of pupils on
tests, exarninations, papers,
notebooks?
5~ Examine tests (quarter or semooter)
before th~j are given to pupils?
6. Maintain health services and
health records of pi.pils?
7, Help the student cou.noil, senior
class, and other grcups with
special problems?
8, Study causes of failure and help
pupils overcome their obstacles?
9, Attend court and confer v~ith
officials when pupils get into
trouble?
10. Confer w ith and keep records on
educational and vocational
plans of pupils?
a. V~lhile in high school?
b, After baying high school?
11. Other
ulandiit articipat~iTho ~u
1. Meet with students, individually
or in groups, or adm~nistrativo
making policies?
2. Permit students to participate
on joint committees with t~
faculty?
Indicate by Indicate byj Indicate
X If duty X if thi~ I whether
is actually duty is j you think
Duties or Activitios porforn~d dolegate~. I you should
by you. to others. do this.







—- —— ~:--- -_
—————————
Adfl1~ Cont’d Do you
~~Pe~I~or have an athrisory parent
committee with key laymen from the
city participating in school
policies?
4. Permit parents to work jointly
with faculty on school policies?
5, Other
Pubfl~Ro1~tjoi~: Do you
1. Keep close coordination between











on public relations program?
4. Have a school papez’?
5. Have a d~fjnit~ public relations
program?
6. Other
1, Meet with Board of Education at
its regular meeting?
2. Meet with board only when
requcs-b~9~d?
3. Request meetings with the board?
4, Discuss all business with Supt.
alone?
5. Discuss probloms with board
membors individually or in other




Indicate by Indicate by Indicate
X if duty X if this whether
is actually duty is you thinkDuties or Activities performed delegated you should
by you. to others, do this.







t .—.—.———.‘— —~.—‘———— —







Mm. - Cont’d Do you—
C. Miscellaneous: Do you—






3. Confer with Janitors, maids, cooks?
4. Supervise cafeteria and school
lunch program?
5. Have a cafeteria?
school lunch progreri?
school store?





o~ Inspectors (fire, etc.)?
7. Teach regular classes?
8, Sign checks, pay bills for school?
9. Keop in touch with recent litera
ture and new movomonbs in secon
dary education?
10. Arrange and attend faculty
meetings?
ll~ Attend professional meetings, con—
verrbions, etc.?
12. Write recommendations for:
a0 People in community~
b. Students socking jobs?
c. Studonts going to other schools?
13. Help select audio—~-isual aids,
maps, and other teaching aids?




b. Ncgro History Weak?
c. Book Weck?
d. Fire Prevention Week?
e. Others — ___________
Indicate by Indicate by Indicate
X if duty X if t~his vthether
is actually duty is you think
Duties or Activities performed delcgatod you should
by you. to others do this,
Yes No Yes No Yes No
Hire:
—— ~ —.~ —~—~—,— —1—.————,-—.—
f. ~HH~~LEJ~E
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Others: (If there are other duties
not listed above which you perform
pleaso add to this list and check
proper rosponsos, If a duty has boon
omitted which you do not perform but
which you think you should do or would
do if you had the available personnel,
time, or space, please list below end









. Indicato by Indicate by Indicato
X if duty X if this whether
is actually duty is you think
Dut±o~ or Activities porforn~d delegated you should
by you, to others do this.







This schedule has been arranged so as to include the daily activities and the
scheduled activities of the principal. Tho example given bel~r is indicative of
how a principal’s schedule might look, Please fill in the spccos according to the
activities you do from day to day. If you teach classes, please indicate your
class schedule, The timo or cle~ss period is to be filled in by th~ principal
beginning with his arrival at school, until ho loavos in the aftornoon~
Period Mon. Tucs, Wed. Thurs. Fri.
8:00 Inspection
8:15 of rooms & Office Inspection of
yards school plant
8:15 .Tchrs, Conf. Distribute




9:45 Class Class Class Class Class
Identify subjects taught by grade and subject as: 9th -sci~nco, 10th history, etc.
Please Fill in Spaces may be subdivided if nece~~ary to make shorter







2. Examining end Keeping Records
3. Preparing Reports
4. Observing classroom instruction
5. Inspecting Buildings, grounds
6, Conference with parents
7. Conferences with studonis
8. Conference with visitors
9. Conference with teachers
10. Conference with supervisor
11. Conference with superintendent
12. Teachers? Meetings
13. Collecting Duos from Tc~chors for
National, State, Local Organizations
14. Checking arrival teachers
15. Professional Group—Lioetings
16. P.T.A. Meetings
17. Disciplinc ot pupils
18. Supervising Recess, Corridors
19. Reading Professional Publications
20. Reading General—Cultural Publications
21~ Vocational Night School





Amount of tir~ (in minutes) spent in the performance of the duty
Dail:
19
Amount of time (in minutes) spent in performance of the duty
24. Planning Drives (T—B Seals, Rod
Cross, Paralysis, etc.)
25. County Wide Teachers’ Meeting
26. Assisting Teachers with classroom
projects
27. Field Day or Tournaments
28. Conferring with visiting—teacher
29. McJdng home visits
30. Conference lunch room manager
31, Supervising lunch room procedures
line, tickets for meals, etc~
32. School assemblies
33. Administering group tosts
35. Supervising bus loading and un
loading children
Entrance into tho Principalship
1. Who first recommended you for a principalship?
a. By the supervisor of schools
b. By your o~n principal where you taught
c. By the superintendent of school
d. By a School Board member
e. By a citizen’s group










3. Tin~o of Training for Principalship
a. Before becoming a principal
b. After becoming a. principal --




- - --—--—— ———.—-- I
.____
34. Computing I.Q.’s or similar relations
2. What subjects or grades you taught before becoming a principal?




__ Fore g LanguageManual Arts _____m E on mics
Agriculturo
Physical Educ.______
Coaching _______
Social Studies —-
C. College
Instructj on
